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WGN, the Journal of the IMO 38:1 (2010) 1Janus � From the PresidentJürgen Rendtel 1A new year begun and it is the oasion for a look bak to the reent time and also into the future. So, �rst ofall, my best wishes for a peaeful and prosperous 2010. At the same moment, I wish to thank all members of thepast IMO Counil for their ativities over the last years to keep our organization running. During this period wehad to solve various problems, whih, at the end, led to the introdution of several useful proedures and helped toestablish a well running administration. My speial thanks go to Mar Gyssens for managing the IMO's �nanesand providing us regularly with detailed information, and to Chris Trayner as well as Javor Ka for their work asEditors of WGN. Of ourse, I also very muh appreiate the assistane of Jan Verbert (supporting Mar) and LuBastiaens for his ontinuous work on the IMO's web pages. Eventually, I should omplete this list mentioningthe annual IMO Shower Calendars (Alastair MBeath), the ativities of the Commission diretors, the deliveryof WGN PDFs to the ADS and muh more.With the new year, a newly eleted Counil started its work � my ongratulations to the new and re-eletedmembers. Sine our long-term Vie-President Alastair MBeath is no longer member of the Counil, we had toelet a suessor from the Counil. I am happy to announe that Cis Verbeek volunteered and was eleted tothis post with one aord. The Seretary-General, Robert Lunsford, and the Treasurer, Mar Gyssens, ontinuetheir work also in the new term. We are also happy that Geert Barentsen � known for the IMO live showeranalyses � and Detlef Koshny � known for support of �amateur-professional� interation � joined the Counil.Cooperation in the professsional-amateur ranges ontinued in 2009, for example within the Working Group onMeteor Shower Nomenlature established by the IAU Commission 22.The past year was another very suessful and interesting year for the IMO and for meteor astronomy ingeneral. Numerous results have been published, many of them based on systemati data olletion based ondi�erent observation methods. Although it sounds like routine, the IMC 2009 in Pore£, Croatia, brought togethermeteor workers of many ountries, allowing to establish ontats and to start new projets. Some �rst resultswill ertainly be presented at the 2010 IMC at the western edge of Europe in Northern Ireland. We hope thatthis onferene attrats partiipants from �the other side of the Atlanti� � something we already tried with theIMC/Meteoroids ombination in June 2007.Numerous disussions happened among the IMO Counil members, inluding topis like the IMO supportpossibilities or the handling of everyday maters. Unfortunately, the number of IMO members atually takingpart in voting proedures remained low despite the possibility of eletroni vote submission. The votings areimportant, not primarily beause their are requested by the IMO Constitution, but beause the Counil needsfeedbak about the deisions.As desribed in the Deember 2008 issue of WGN, the Journal is an essential part of the IMO as it providesthe readers with results and allows to send own papers. We learned from the questionnaire and I know that JavorKa tries to improve our Journal � but please send your own ontributions, regardless whether these are shortor long. Again, all best wishes for 2010 � hope to hearing about your ativities or meeting you at our IMC inSeptember.Janus was a Roman god with two faes, one looking to the past and one to the future, alled upon at the beginningof any enterprise. Today he is often a symbol of re-appraisal at the start of the year.

1 Eshenweg 16, D-14476 Marquardt, Germany. Email: jrendtel�aip.deIMO bibode WGN-381-rendtel-janus NASA-ADS bibode 2010JIMO...38....1R



2 WGN, the Journal of the IMO 38:1 (2010)From the Treasurer�How an you support your organization?Mar Gyssens 11 Supporting members 2009The following people have paid at least double the normal membership fee for 2009:Kristin Adgere Lu Bastiaens Luis Bellot Rubio Felix BettonvilMar Gyssens Trond Erik Hillestad Klaas Jobse Choi Yeon JungRobert Lunsford Robert Malmström Sirko Molau Dragana Okoli¢Alan Peve Jean Louis Rault Tom Roelandts René SurbeqHans-Georg Shmidt Fintan Sheerin Rihard Taibi Cis VerbeekJan VerbertCasper ter Kuile provided a substantial gift to the IMO Suport Fund, whih in turn helped the IMO to supportIMC partiipants (see Setion 2) and Paul Roggemans ontributed with a gift membership (see Setion 3). Severalmembers also regularly give smaller gifts that are equally appreiated! Thanks to these gifts, we were able tosupport two Bulgarian and two Romanian meteor workers to attend the 2009 International Meteor Conferenein Pore£, who would otherwise not have been able to attend. By doing so, we try to prevent valuable meteorworkers having to work in isolation and to ensure that they get integrated in the international network that is atthe very basis of our Organization. Notie that subsidies have been granted on the basis of a formal appliation.These appliations were judged by the Counil. As the IMO has only limited apabilities to provide support, theOrganization of ourse wishes to ensure that this support is well spent!To all these people, our sinerest thanks!As many of you may also want to support the IMO in some way, we will disuss below the most straightforwardways to do so.2 Supporting membershipPlease onsider to pay (at least) the double amount of your normal membership fee at the oasion of your nextrenewal. Plese mention `supporting membership' as omment with your payment, so we an disambiguate it froma two-year membership!Currently, most of the support is ontributed to the IMO Support Fund, to whih prospetive IMC partiipantsan turn for help to be able to atually attend. Up to some years ago, the IMO has spent part of the reserves ithas built up over the years for this purpose, over and above the gifts it reeived. Given its nonentral loationand the extra travel osts involved for many partiipants, the IMO will do a similar e�ort for the 2010 IMC inArmagh, Northern Ireland. However, we obviously annot do this every year, and, therefore, we appeal to ourmembers to beome supporting member if they an, so that we an as a rule balane the support we wish toprovide against your gifts!The Supporting Members of a partiular year will be listed either in the last WGN issue of that year or the�rst issue of the following year.Also note, as already indiated above, that smaller gifts are of ourse also welome as they also ontribute tothis goal!3 Gift membershipsAnother way to support the meteor ommunity is by providing gift memberships to one or more meteor workerfor whom this would otherwise onstitute a onsiderable �nanial e�ort. If you want to do this, take the following,easy steps:1. Inform the meteor workers onerned of your intention, to make sure he or she aepts your kind gift. Afterall, nobody an be fored to join or rejoin an organization!2. In ase of new members, i.e., for those meteor workers onerned that have not been IMO member before,ask them to �ll out a membership form on the website. (It is possible to larify that this onerns a giftmembership by adding a omment.) In ase of a renewal, the person is already in our membership database,and must therefore not take any speial ation.3. In the omment aompanying your payment, please mention learly for whom the membership fees areintended!1 Heerbaan 74, B-2530 Boehout, Belgium. E-mail: mar.gyssens�uhasselt.beIMO bibode WGN-381-gyssens-support NASA-ADS bibode 2010JIMO...38....2G



WGN, the Journal of the IMO 38:1 (2010) 3Providing gift memberships is another way to ensure that valuable meteor workers do not get isolated by providingthem aess to the information disseminated by the IMO!4 Diretly donating IMC supportJust as it possible to provide gift memberships, you an also provide gift IMC registrations! This an be donein two ways. Either you add a gift to your payment of your own IMC registration, whih will then be added tothe IMO Support Fund and thus ontribute to our ability to provide IMC support. Alternatively, you may wishto support a partiular person, and pay his or her registration fee. In that ase, the �rst thing you must do isheking whether the person involved wants to attend the IMC (after all, going to an IMC involves onsiderablymore osts than just the registration fee!) and aepts your support. Then the person involved should �ll in theregistration form on the IMO website. (For details, please refer to the artile on the 2010 IMC in this issue.)Please mention in the omments that this is a gift registration. Finally, the person donating the registration feeshould learly mention in the omment aompanying the payment for whom the registration fee is intended!In onlusion, any support, whether general or earmarked for a speial purpose, is most welome and theinternational meteor ommunity will be grateful for it!
Corretion � 2008 Ursid maximum from Croatian Meteor Networkvideo data�eljko Andrei¢, Damir �egon and Klaudio Ga²pariniWe regret that part of Table 4 of (Andrei¢ et al., 2009) ontained an error. The seond olumn in the table doesnot represent the UT time but the Solar longitude of the Ursid orbits.ReferenesAndrei¢ �., �egon D., and Ga²parini K. (2009). �2008 Ursid maximum from Croatian Meteor Network videodata�. WGN, Journal of the IMO, 37:6, 177�181.IMO bibode WGN-381-andrei-orretion NASA-ADS bibode 2010JIMO...38....3A



4 WGN, the Journal of the IMO 38:1 (2010)ConferenesInternational Meteor Conferene 2010September 16�19, Armagh, UKDavid Asheron behalf of the IMC 2010 Organizing CommitteeVenueThe 2010 International Meteor Conferene (IMC) will take plae in Armagh from September 16th (Thursdayevening) to 19th (Sunday lunhtime). This is your hane to meet meteor enthusiasts from many di�erentountries, exhange ideas and learn about their meteor work. IMC 2009 in Pore£, Croatia, was a great suess.IMCs are known for their relaxed and informal atmosphere. This year, evening soial ativities, as well asregistration and welome dinner, will take plae in the Armagh City Youth Hostel. We have booked the wholeyouth hostel for the duration of the IMC. Armagh moreover provides many opportunities for eduational visitsto Irish pubs.Armagh is a histori and pretty market town of about 15000 inhabitants, with September temperatures around10�20◦C. There are sheep in rural areas (Figure 1) but not generally in the City of Armagh itself.IMC 2010 is being organized by the Armagh Observatory (Figure 2), a modern astronomial researh institutehaving a rih heritage and a longstanding assoiation with meteor siene.Sienti� ontentIMC talks (Friday morning till Sunday morning) will be in the Market Plae, a modern theatre and onferenevenue built in Armagh for the millennium. Some partiipants present their meteor work at the IMC. You areenouraged to ontribute a talk or poster about visual, photographi, video or radio observations, �reballs, orbitdetermination, stream modelling, meteor physis, extraterrestrial meteors, or anything else related to meteors.Before the IMC (Sept. 15�16) there will be a Fireball DataWorkshop (FireWorks) onvened by Detlef Koshny;ontat us if you are interested. On the Friday evening (Sept. 17) there will be a radio meteor disussion sessionorganized by Jean-Louis Rault and Cis Verbeek (ontat radio�imo.net).Conferene logoArmagh, sometimes referred to as �The Elesiastial Capital of Ireland�, has two athedrals, both named SaintPatrik's. These and the logo for IMC 2010 are shown in Figure 3.Travel informationArmagh is loated 60 km south-west of Belfast and 130 km north of Dublin, and is easily reahed via BelfastInternational Airport, Belfast City Airport or Dublin Airport, all of whih are served by low ost and otherairlines. Bus onnetions to travel from these airports to Armagh, and further details of di�erent travel options,are given on the onferene website http://www.imo.net/im2010. The website also has some notes aboutpossibilities for tourism in Ireland; you may like to plan some extra days before or after the IMC.Partiipants requiring a visa should note that Armagh is in Northern Ireland (NI), whih is part of the UnitedKingdom (UK); the rest of the island of Ireland is the Republi of Ireland (ROI), separated from NI by an(invisible) international border. You should be sure to have appropriate travel douments for both ountries ifyou ome to Armagh via the ROI (Dublin). If you require a visa, we reommend �ying to Belfast (UK) to avoidthe need for 2 separate visas. The UK and ROI are not part of the European Shengen Area. If you need a visato enter the UK, we an send you a formal invitation. Suh invitations will be sent only to IMO members andother serious appliants known to the international meteor ommunity.1RegistrationThe standard registration fee is 155 EUR (170 EUR after Jun. 30). This overs letures, proeedings, on-ferene exursion, T-shirt, all meals, and youth hostel aommodation for 3 nights. To register, please visithttp://www.imo.net/im2010 and �ll out the registration form. If you register in this way, you will be auto-matially direted to the page with payment information. Only if you do not have internet aess, you an �llout the paper registration form on page 6.1It is the partiipant's responsibility to obtain all douments required to enter the UK. Failure to do so does not onstitute a validreason for full or partial reimbursement of the registration fee or prepayments thereof.
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Figure 1 � Sheep.

Figure 2 � Armagh Observatory. Figure 3 � The two St Patrik's Cathedrals of Armagh,Churh of Ireland (left) and Roman Catholi (right), and theIMC 2010 logo (below). Thanks to Nastassia Smeets whose�Immy, the shooting star� was the logo of IMC 2005. Immywas the inspiration for this year's logo.For your registration to remain valid, the IMO expets to reeive either the full sum of 155 EUR (early)/170EUR (late) or a prepayment of at least 80 EUR within two weeks after registration. If you only make aprepayment, you an pay the balane at a later date or at the onferene itself.You will reeive automati on�rmation e-mails for both reeipt of your registration and reeipt of (eah)payment. For further questions regarding registration and payment, please ontat the IMO Treasurer, MarGyssens (treasurer�imo.net). UK partiipants who wish to pay in GBP rather than EUR and save urrenyexhange osts, please ontat the loal organizers (im2010�arm.a.uk).Just over 60 people an sleep in the youth hostel. We have pre-booked some nearby B&B (bed & breakfast)plaes and in total an aommodate 80 people for the standard registration fee. If you arrange your ownaommodation (e.g., single room, B&B not booked by us, or hotel), we o�er a registration fee of 110 EUR(120 EUR after June 30) whih overs all onferene bene�ts (in partiular, also the lunhes and dinners) exeptaommodation and breakfasts.You an speify your preferene (hostel or shared room in B&B) when you register, although we annotguarantee B&B availability for the standard registration fee, beause we need to ensure the hostel is fully oupied.But the sooner you register, the more likely we an help you stay where you want.Further information and ontat detailsFor all further information, latest updates, et., please hek the IMC 2010 website:http://www.imo.net/im2010You an also ontat the organizers via e-mail:im2010�arm.a.ukor post:IMC 2010 (Dr A.A. Christou), Armagh Observatory, College Hill, Armagh, BT61 9DG, Northern Irelandor phone:+44 (0)28 3752 2928 (Armagh Observatory), 3751 2973 (Apostolos Christou) or 3751 2953 (David Asher).The organizing ommittee is Apostolos Christou (hairman), David Asher, Geert Barentsen, Miruna Popesu,Mark Bailey, Tom Barlay, Shenghua Yu, Colin Folsom, Naslim Neelamkodan, Tobias Hinse, Aileen MKee andAlison Neve. We look forward to seeing you in Armagh.IMO bibode WGN-381-asher-imann NASA-ADS bibode 2010JIMO...38....4A



6 WGN, the Journal of the IMO 38:1 (2010)International Meteor ConfereneArmagh, 2010 September 16�19Registration formDo not use if you have internet aess! Please register eletronially on http://www.imo.net/im2010 ifyou an. Only if you have no internet aess, �ll out one form for eah individual partiipant and return it toMar Gyssens, IMO Treasurer, Heerbaan 74, B-2530 Boehout, Belgium, as soon as possible. Registration will beguaranteed only after Mar Gyssens has reeived either the full registration fee of 155 EUR (up to June 30)/170EUR (from July 1 onward) or a pre-payment of at least 80 EUR. We expet this payment to arrive within twoweeks after the form.Name: Address:
Phone: Fax: E-mail:� I wish to register for the IMC 2010 from September 16 to 19.� I intend to travel by , together with� I prefer to share a room with� I prefer shared room in youth hostel: shared room in bed & breakfast: (if possible)� T-shirt: Size (S-M-L-XL): Gender: (inluded in fee)� Food requirements (e.g., vegetarian, nut allergy):For partiipants wishing to ontribute to the program:Leture:Requirements:Duration: minutes (inluding a few minutes for questions and disussion)Workshop:Poster(s): Spae: m2Comments:� I am paying the entire registration fee of 155 EUR (early)/170 EUR (late)� I am paying the advane (80 EUR) now, the remainder later� I am arranging my own aommodation and paying a lower registration fee, 110EUR (early)/120EUR (late).� Please send me information about paying in GBP rather than EUR (UK partiipants only)The indiated amount should be sent to IMO Treasurer, Mar Gyssens. The following payment options areavailable:� International bank transfer to the International Meteor Organization, Mattheessensstraat 60, B-2540,Hove, Belgium, IBAN aount number: BE30 0014 7327 5911, BIC bank ode: GEBABEBB (Fortis Bank,Belgium). This is reommended for people living in the European Union, as it is no more ostly than adomesti bank transfer when done orretly.� PayPal payment to payment�imo.net. In that ase, we must ask you to add the osts involved in thetransation (3.4% of the total sum inluding osts, plus 0.35 EUR).� Other arrangements. Please ontat the IMO Treasurer for information.



WGN, the Journal of the IMO 38:1 (2010) 7Finanial support for IMC2010 partiipantsJürgen Rendtel and Mar GyssensAs during previous years, IMO is making limited funds available to support partiipation in the IMC 2010. Toapply for support, please do the following:1. E-mail your appliation to IMO President Jürgen Rendtel, at president�imo.net. Inlude the word `Me-teor' in the subjet line to get round the anti-spam �lters. IMO annot be held responsible for appliationswhih are lost or arrive late. The appliation must be submitted by an IMO member, but may also requestsupport for other meteor workers. The proposal must state that all the andidates are ommitted to attendthe IMC (exept for unforeseen irumstanes) if the requested support is granted in full.2. Complete an IMC Registration Form (preferably eletronially) for everyone seeking support (unless alreadydone before).3. Inlude a brief urriulum vitae of everyone seeking support, fousing on aspets relevant to meteor work.Supported partiipants are expeted to present either a talk or a poster at the IMC . (Indiate and detailthis on the Registration Form.)4. The appliation must explain the motivation for partiipating in the IMC and the importane of thispartiipation to the person or group of persons requesting support.5. Inlude a budget for travel osts and registration, and the amount of support requested. Other soures ofexternal support, or their absene, must be mentioned. The proposal must indiate to what extent IMOsupport is essential to attend the IMC .6. The appliations should reah the President no later than Friday, 2010 June 11. The deision of the IMOCounil will be made as soon as possible, probably within two weeks after this deadline. If the supportis granted in full, the registration beomes de�nitive. If the requested support is not granted, or onlypartially granted, the andidates should inform the President within three weeks after noti�ation of theIMO Counil's deision if they want to sustain or withdraw their registration. Most likely, the supportwill onsist of waiving registration fees, whih will be settled diretly between the IMO and the LoalOrganizers. Any additional support, if granted, will be paid in ash at the IMC .Should the appliation be turned down, the standard onferene fee (i.e., ¿155, without the surharge for alate appliation) will still apply. We strongly enourage all meteor workers who want to attend the IMC 2010,but who are prevented from doing so by �nanial onsiderations, to apply for support.IMO bibode WGN-381-rendtel-imsupport NASA-ADS bibode 2010JIMO...38Q...7R
Call for Future IMCsJürgen Rendtel and Mar GyssensSine last year, the IMO Counil sends out regular alls for organizing future IMCs. In this way, the Counilwants to avoid the situation that no spontaneous proposals are o�ered, with as a possible undesirable onsequenethat we might have a year without IMC.This is a formal all for organizing the 2011 IMC, whih is supposed to take plae around the third week ofSeptember, from Thursday evening (arrival of the partiipants) to Sunday lunhtime (departure of the partii-pants). Proposals are due 2010 June 1, and should be sent to the President, president�imo.net, preferably inPDF-format.The IMO Counil will deide on the proposal to be aepted in 2010 September, at the IMC in Armagh,Northern Ireland. The Counil may take advantage of the intermediate time to ask for lari�ations or additionalinformation from the andidates.From past experiene, we know it is often di�ult to hoose between several proposals. If multiple proposalsmerit the opportunity to host an IMC, the Counil will ontat suh andidates to ask them to retain their



8 WGN, the Journal of the IMO 38:1 (2010)andiday for the next year. If in the next round the Counil must deide between equally worthy proposals,priority will be given to the older one.There are no forms to soliit for the 2011 IMC, but your proposal should at least ontain the followingelements:1. Who are you? Who is going to be the loal organizers? Whih loal, regional, or national astronomialorganization(s) is/are baking you up? What is your experiene with meteor work? Have you been involvedin past IMCs, as passive/ative partiipant or as o-organizer? Do you or the organization(s) to whih youbelong have experiene in organizing events that an be ompared to an IMC?2. Why do you want to do it? What is your motivation for wanting to organize an IMC?3. Where do you want to do it? At what loation do you want to organize an IMC? Why is this a goodloation? Can it easily be reahed by plane, publi transportation, and/or ar? How many hours is it bypubli transport from the nearest major international airport? Provide a few pitures of the loation, or, aweblink to suh pitures.4. At what venue are you going to hold the IMC? Preferably, letures and aommodation should beunder the same roof, but there is no real objetion to the leture room being at a separate loation withineasy walking distane from the aommodation. Desribe the aommodation at your disposal. Preferably,add an o�er from the hotel and/or the institution providing additional aommodation to prove that thevenue you propose is indeed available and that the prie is within the limits of your budget (see below).Provide also a few pitures of the aommodation, or, a weblink to suh pitures.5. What will it ost? Draft a preliminary budget for the IMC proposed. Mention all soures of inome,in partiularly sponsors or subsidies. Take into aount that the prie per partiipant should not ex-eed 150 EUR by muh. Of this amount, 10 EUR must be reserved for produing and mailing the(post-)proeedings to the partiipants. With respet to the expenditures, take into aount that the par-tiipants must be o�ered full board from Thursday evening, dinner, up to Sunday, lunh, inlusive. Ofourse, leture room failities should be aounted for, as well as a o�ee break in the morning and in theafternoon. Finally, it is also ustomary to have a half-day exursion, usually on Saturday afternoon.Note that, although the IMO provides the servie of olleting the registration fees for you, the IMO willin priniple not over any negative balane that you might inur, so, please, draft your budget responsibly!6. Can it also be done in a later year? We an only have one IMC every year. It is therefore importantfor us to know if you an also make this o�er in a subsequent year. If there are reasons why the appliationannot be postponed, please desribe these reasons learly! It is imperative that you answer the questionshonestly. Of ourse, we understand that you are keen to organize next year's IMC, otherwise you wouldnot have applied, but having a lear piture of the real time onstraints of all the andidates is a serioushelp for the Counil to make the best deision possible!Of ourse, you may add to your appliation any information or onsiderations whih you think may in�ueneyour andiday favorably. In general, however, help the Counil in seeing the wood for the trees! While it isimportant that your appliation is omplete and addresses all the issues mentioned above, please do so onisely !Avoid beating about the bush with meaningless phrases and be as fatual as possible!If you are interested in applying for the loal organization of the 2011 IMC, please email the President as soonas possible that you intend to apply by the due date of 2010 June 1. Even though suh a delaration of intentis not a formal ommitment, it is an indiation for the Counil as to how many appliations may be expeted:based on this information, the Counil may atively soliit additional andidaies.We hope to reeive many andidaies!IMO bibode WGN-381-rendtel-futureims NASA-ADS bibode 2010JIMO...38R...7R



WGN, the Journal of the IMO 38:1 (2010) 9Wanted: Students interested in meteor researhPeter Brown 1, Margaret Campbell-Brown 2 and Paul Wiegert 3The Meteor Physis group at the University of Western Ontario has several openings for graduate studentsinterested in pursuing meteor researh. The Western meteor group onsists of three full time faulty members,two emeritus faulty, two adjunt faulty, three post-dotoral fellows and half a dozen graduate students alongwith a number of undergraduates. The group has researh interests in meteor observations at all sizes usingvarious tehnologies, ablation modelling, and orbital dynamis. Students having ompleted or about to ompleteundergraduate training in relevant siene areas (eg. physis, astronomy, math, geophysis, omputer siene)are eligible to apply. Available degrees are at the masters (2 year study) or dotoral (4 year study) level in severalprogram areas (Physis, Astronomy, Geology or Geophysis). A ollaborative program in planetary siene isavailable in all four of these ore graduate program disiplines. If aepted, students are guaranteed a salaryduring the ourse of their study program su�ient to omfortably meet tuition and living expenses.Possible graduate student projets inlude:� Searh for interstellar meteoroids using radar and optial instruments� Observational studies of meteor showers using radar, all sky and optial instruments� Radar measurements and haraterization of the sporadi meteor bakground (veloity distributions, massdistribution)� Measurement of pre-atmospheri orbits and ablation behaviour of meteorite-produing �reballs throughsatellite and infrasound measurements� Computer simulations of omet, asteroid and meteoroid stream dynamis� Modelling aspets of small meteoroid ablation� Mass in�ux of meteoroids at various sizes� Observation and modelling of Infrasoni airwaves from meteors to measure soure harateristis� Meteorite reovery �eld expeditions� Analysis of spaeraft anomalies resulting from meteoroid impatsInterested students should ontat one of the authors by email. More details of the researh programs underwayan be found at: http://aquarid.physis.uwo.a.

1Dept. of Physis and Astronomy, University of Western Onatrio, London, ON CANADA; Email: pbrown�uwo.a2Email: Margaret.Campbell�uwo.a3Email: pwiegert�uwo.aIMO bibode WGN-381-brown-wanted NASA-ADS bibode 2010JIMO...38....9B



10 WGN, the Journal of the IMO 38:1 (2010)Ongoing meteor workThe VMO �le format. I. Redued amera meteor and orbit dataGeert Barentsen 1, Rainer Arlt, Detlef Koshny, Prakash Atreya, Joahim Flohrer, TadeuszJopek, André Knöfel, Pavel Koten, Jonathan M Auli�e, Jürgen Oberst, Juraj Tóth, JeremieVaubaillon, Robert Weryk, Mariusz Wi±niewski and Przemyslaw �oª�adekWe propose a standard XML-based �le format for storing and transferring redued data from photographiand video meteor observations and meteoroid orbits and trajetories. The format is the result of disussionswithin the Virtual Meteor Observatory (VMO) team, whih aims to failitate ollaboration in the meteor sieneommunity and inrease the sienti� impat of ombined observational data. The proposed format is extensibleand allows meteoroid orbits and trajetories to be traed bak to the original observing data and algorithms.We provide a desription of the struture of the format and give preise de�nitions for eah data �eld.Reeived 2009 September 301 IntrodutionThe Virtual Meteor Observatory (VMO) projet aimsto failitate ollaboration between di�erent meteorgroups, by giving meteor researhers an easy way toquery and retrieve data available to the worldwide om-munity. During the �rst meeting of the VMO team, itwas agreed that a �rst step towards this goal is to spe-ify a standard �le format to store and exhange meteordata (Barentsen et al., 2007; Koshny et al., 2009). Theformat should store data that has been redued to aform that makes it suitable for sienti� use, yet pro-vide su�ient tehnial details to allow the quality andorigin of the observation to be assessed. Suh a formatwould allow existing data arhives and software toolsto beome ompatible through single format onversiontools. It would also enourage software to support astandard format and allow observations to be stored inentralized and searhable arhives.The arhiteture of the VMO was disussed previ-ously and the reader is referred to Koshny et al. (2008)for a desription. In this paper, we propose a �le for-mat for storing the redued results from photographiand video-based observations (hereafter olletively re-ferred to as �amera observations�). We also speify howto store meteoroid trajetories and orbits (whih maybe derived from any observing tehnique). In a follow-up artile in WGN, we will extend the format to visualobservations and �reball reports. By then, we will haveovered almost all data setions proposed by Koshnyet al. (2009), with the exeption of observations by for-ward or bakward satter radio tehniques. Formatsfor forward satter data are available from Brentjens(2006) and Terrier (2009) and may be inorporated inthe future.The format presented here, �VMO Format 1.0�, isalso doumented on the website of the International Me-teor Organization, http://vmo.imo.net/standards,where it is aompanied by additional examples and1Armagh Observatory, College Hill, Armagh BT61 9DG, UK.Email: gba�arm.a.ukIMO bibode WGN-381-barentsen-vmo-ameraNASA-ADS bibode 2010JIMO...38...10B

validation tools. We reommend users to hek the web-site for updates.2 File strutureThe VMO �le format is based on XML, whih is a stan-dard method for storing omplex information in simpletext �les. An XML �le is a hierarhial struture of ele-ments, whih are strings of data enlosed by start- andend-tags. For example, a Perseid meteor of magnitude+2.5 seen on 2009 August 12 may be formatted usingXML as follows:<meteor><time>2009-08-12T00:04:13.25</time><shower_ode>PER</shower_ode><mag>2.5</mag></meteor>An example of a well-known XML-based format isXHTML, whih is used to de�ne the layout of webpagesusing elements suh as <title> and <img>. In thispaper, we desribe the VMO format by de�ning ourown suitable elements. These elements must be usedaording to the XML syntax rules, whih are not givenhere but an easily be retrieved online1.A �le in the VMO format starts with the <vmo>root element, whih appears exatly one andenloses the entire ontents of the �le. The root elementmust speify the version number (1.0) and the orga-nization that de�ned the format (IMO) as follows:
<vmo version="1.0" xmlns="http://www.imo.net">.The root element may have ertain hild elements suhas <loation> (de�ning an observing site) and
<am_session> (a amera observing session). Thesehild elements may appear an unlimited number of timesin any order. Some of the elements refer to eah other,for example a amera observing session refers to an ob-server and a loation as follows:<vmo version="1.0" xmlns="http://www.imo.net"><loation><loation_ode>DEPOTS</loation_ode><name>Potsdam</name>1http://www.w3shools.om/xml



WGN, the Journal of the IMO 38:1 (2010) 11...</loation><observer><observer_ode>ARLRA</observer_ode><first_name>Rainer</first_name><last_name>Arlt</last_name>...</observer><am_session><loation_ode>DEPOTS</loation_ode><observer_ode>ARLRA</observer_ode>...</am_session></vmo>A preise de�nition of the various elements and theirrelations is given in Tables 1�13. A graph of the stru-ture is shown in Figure 1, an example �le is shown inFigure 2.Note that we introdue sessions whih are omprisedof smaller observing periods. Suh sessions are not ne-essary for the omplete and unambiguous storage ofdata, but the grouping into sessions makes the handlingof data pakages far more omfortable. Typial sessionsmay orrespond to nights, but an also orrespond togroup ampaigns or other pratial entities. All pho-tographi, video, and later on also visual observationswill be grouped in sessions.The tables and graph show the allowed multipliity(ourene) of eah element. The possible values are�1� if the element is obligatory, �0..1� if the element isoptional but should not appear more than one, �0..N�if the element is optional and an appear several times,and �1..N� if the element is obligatory and an appearseveral times. Elements may appear in any order.Most elements are intentionally left optional to allowthe format to be used even when only minimal datais available. This allows the format to be useful forolder data whih was reated before any standard wasde�ned, or even historial data. However, one shouldmake a reasonable e�ort to inlude as many elementsas possible.3 ConventionsIn addition to the element de�nitions given in the ta-bles, a VMO �le must adhere to the following onven-tions:1. The number of digits used to store a number mustalways be at least 1 or 2 larger than would bealled for by the �signi�ant-�gures rule�. For ex-ample, if an eentriity was determined to be0.3266, but with an unertainty of 0.0021, oneshould retain the preision of e = 0.3266± 0.0021and not round to e = 0.327 ± 0.002. The�signi�ant-�gures rule� should not be used whenstoring numbers that may be used in further om-putations, beause it introdues rounding errors.2. Unertainties must be given as a standard error (σ)or ovariane value. These errors must be ob-

tained by propagating the unertainties of the in-put data (e.g., the meteor astrometry) to the out-put data (e.g., the orbital elements). This maybe done using analytial propagation formulas orstatistial Monte Carlo iterations.3. All equatorial oordinates must be given in de-imal degrees (epoh J2000.0). At least 5 dig-its behind the deimal sign must be supplied ifarseond-preision is available.4. All times must be given in Coordinated UniversalTime (UTC). This is the international standardon whih ivil time is based, with leap seondsadded at irregular intervals. Times must be for-matted using the ISO 8601 standard (e.g., �2009-08-12T23:14:05�).4 TraeabilityDuring disussions on the VMO format, several meteorsientists emphasized the importane of being able totrae redued data bak to the original observations andproessing steps (Koshny et al., 2007). For example, itshould be possible to retrieve the original single-stationdata that was used to ompute an orbit. It should alsobe possible to determine whih algorithms and proess-ing steps were used in the omputations. The VMOformat allows suh traeability in the following ways:1. Orbits and trajetories may be linked to the origi-nal single-station data by means of a
<meteor_ode> element (f. Figure 1). Theseunique meteor odes may be assigned using therules given in Table 7.2. Orbits refer to an <orbit_pipeline> element (f.Table 9), whih holds referenes and desriptionsof the various proessing steps and algorithms usedin the determination of the trajetory and orbit.In addition, the state vetor of the meteor an bestored to allow the orbit to be reomputed easily.3. The format provides a <file> element (f. Ta-ble 13), whih allows raw and intermediate datato be linked to the redued data. For example,we may link an original video lip to a meteor asfollows:<vmo version="1.0" xmlns="http://www.imo.net">...<meteor><shower_ode>PER</shower_ode><mag>2.5</mag><file><path>videos/met293.avi</path><omments>Meteor of 2009 Aug 12, 23:14:05</omments></file></meteor>...</vmo>
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Figure 1 � Struture of the most important elements in the VMO format. Solid lines denote an element ontaining anotherelement, dashed arrows denote an element referring to another element through a unique ode. Numbers next to the arrowsdenote the minimum and maximum multipliity of the relation. All the elements are de�ned in detail in Tables 1�13.<?xml version="1.0" enoding="UTF-8"?><!-- VMO Format example for video observation --><vmo version="1.0" xmlns="http://www.imo.net"><observer><observer_ode>KOSDE</observer_ode><first_name>Detlef</first_name><last_name>Koshny</last_name><ity>Noordwijkerhout</ity><ountry_ode>Netherlands</ountry_ode><email>Detlef.Koshny�esa.int</email></observer><loation><loation_ode>NLNOOR</loation_ode><name>Noordwijkerhout</name><ountry_ode>NL</ountry_ode><lon>4.491112</lon><lat>52.265282</lat><height>55</height></loation><am_system><system_ode>TEC1</system_ode><name>TEC1 system, ESA/RSSD</name><system_type>VIDEO</system_type><ontat_ode>KOSDE</ontat_ode></am_system><am_session><system_ode>TEC1</system_ode><loation_ode>NLNOOR</loation_ode><observer_ode>KOSDE</observer_ode><software_ode>METREC_V4.1+</software_ode><amera_ode>WATEC</amera_ode><lens_ode>FUJ50_1.2</lens_ode><gain>highest setting</gain>

<period><start>2009-01-30T18:04:40</start><stop>2009-01-31T05:00:00</stop><teff>10.9175</teff><meteor><meteor_ode>CAM-20090130-TEC1-M001</meteor_ode><time>2009-01-30T18:17:21.69</time><shower_ode>SPO</shower_ode><speed>14.9</speed><mag>2.04</mag><e_mag>0.42</e_mag><pos><pos_no>1</pos_no><time>2009-01-30T18:17:21.69</time><mag>2.63</mag><pos_ra>110.91751</pos_ra><pos_de>72.38500</pos_de><e_mag>0.42</mag><e_pos_ra>0.0321</e_pos_ra><e_pos_de>0.0321</e_pos_de></pos><pos><pos_no>2</pos_no><time>2009-01-30T18:17:21.74</time><mag>2.54</mag><pos_ra>110.01901</pos_ra><pos_de>72.09010</pos_de><e_mag>0.42</e_mag><e_pos_ra>0.0321</e_pos_ra><e_pos_de>0.0321</e_pos_de></pos>...</meteor></period></am_session></vmo>Figure 2 � Example of a video meteor in the VMO format. Note that the right olumn of this �gure needs to be storedbelow the left olumn in a real �le.



WGN, the Journal of the IMO 38:1 (2010) 13This mehanism allows observing software to usethe VMO format as the main output format forthe redued data, while keeping the raw and in-termediate data in the software-spei� formats.Data arhives may deide whether or not to storethis raw data entrally, depending on the avail-able storage and bandwidth resoures. There is a
<�le> option for most of the tables. The
<orbit_pipeline> an be aompanied by atualreferene papers or even entire software pakagesusing the <�le> element.5 Extending the formatThe VMO format is designed to store redued data,e.g. astrometri and photometri measurements, whihare ready to use for sienti� analyses. In addition tothese parameters, observations produe a lot of raw andintermediate data. We have hosen not to inlude mostof suh data, either beause it would make the formatneedlessly omplex or beause there is no standard wayto store the information.However, the XML syntax provides a mehanism toinlude additional data in an existing format by meansof adding ustom elements. Any user may add his ownelements by using a namespae pre�x in the elementnames. These elements marked in that way are now out-side the namespae of the VMO, http://www.imo.net.For example, the Polish Fireball Network (PFN) de-ided to inlude the list of astrometri referene starsin the VMO �les. This is ahieved by adding a pre-�x, "pfn", in front of their ustom elements, and thenamespae http://pfn.pkim.pl. For example:<vmo version="1.0" xmlns="http://www.imo.net">...<pfn:refstar xmlns:pfn="http://pfn.pkim.org"><pfn:x>0.2486</pfn:x><pfn:y>0.3654</pfn:y><pfn:ra>12.574894</pfn:ra><pfn:de>36.542478</pfn:de></pfn:refstar>...</vmo>It is likely that the extension to store referene stardata will be inluded in the next version of the VMOformat, after some additional disussions in the VMOteam. Other future extensions may inlude support forspetra and moving loations (i.e., desribing the pathof an airraft). We invite anyone using extensions tojoin the VMO team and help improve the standard.We refer the reader to the XML syntax rules forfurther details on adding ustom elements2.6 ConlusionWe presented the �rst version of an extensible XML-based �le format for redued data from video- and pho-tographi meteor observations and meteoroid orbits andtrajetories. An initial database implementation is nowavailable at http://vmo.imo.netwhih brings all these2http://www.w3shools.om/xml/xml_namespaes.asp

tables (and additional auxiliary ones) together in a rela-tional database with some software tools for data inges-tion and analysis. These software tools are also avail-able as servies to outside users. Data providers willhave to provide ingestion routines whih onvert thedata to the VMO format as desribed in this paper.We invite the ommunity to evaluate the format andpropose orretions and extensions. Meteor researhersare also invited to ontribute with atual datasets to letthe VMO grow and to disover possible short-omingsof the data model desribed here. Updated versions ofthe format will be published on the IMO website.AknowledgementsWe are grateful to Sirko Molau, SonotaCo and PeterJenniskens for their valuable omments. We thank theInternational Spae Siene Institute in Bern for theirgenerous support in this projet. Travel expenses for T.Jopek were overed by the Polish Ministry of Sieneand High Eduation, grant No. N N203 302 335.ReferenesBarentsen G., MAuli�e J., and Koshny D. (2007).�Letter: A virtual meteor observatory�. WGN, 35,71.Brentjens M. (2006). �Radio meteor data storage inFITS format: METFITS�. In Verbeek C. andWislez J.-M., editors, Proeedings of the Radio Me-teor Shool 2005, Oostmalle, Belgium, pages 119�128. International Meteor Organization.Koshny D., Arlt R., Barentsen G., Atreya P., FlohrerJ., Jopek T., Knöfel A., Koten P., Lüthen H., MAuli�e J., Oberst J., Tóth J., Vaubaillon J., WerykR., and Wisniewski M. (2009). �Report from theISSI team meeting `A Virtual Observatory for me-teoroids� '. WGN, 37, 21�27.Koshny D., M Auli�e J., and Barentsen G. (2007).�The Virtual Meteor Observatory (VMO) � A FirstDe�nition�. In M Auli�e J. and Koshny D., ed-itors, Proeedings of the First Europlanet Work-shop on Meteor Orbit Determination, Roden, TheNetherlands, September 11th � 13th 2006, pages105�122. International Meteor Organization.Koshny D., M Auli�e J., and Barentsen G. (2008).�The IMO Virtual Meteor Observatory (VMO):Arhitetural Design�. Earth, Moon, and Planets,102, 247�252.Terrier P. (2009). �Radio meteor observing bulletin�.http://www.rmob.org .Handling Editor: Javor KaThis paper has been typeset from a LATEX �le prepared by theauthors.
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<?xml version="1.0" enoding="UTF-8"?><!-- Example orbit / trajetory --><vmo version="1.0" xmlns="http://www.imo.net"><orbit_pipeline><pipeline_ode>UFO2.21</pipeline_ode><name>UFOOrbit 2.21 by SonotaCo</name><astrometry>Uses UFOAnalyzer 2.25 by SonotaCo</astrometry><trajetory>Cepleha (1987)</trajetory><errors>Unertainties propagated by Monte-Carlo</errors></orbit_pipeline><orbit_set><set_ode>ORB-ARLRA-PER2009</set_ode><ontat_ode>ARLRA</ontat_ode><version>2009-06-12T18:00:00</version><orbit><pipeline_ode>UFO2.21</pipeline_ode><orbit_type>VIDEO</orbit_type><time>2007-08-13T00:16:06.015</time><shower_ode>PER</shower_ode><iau_no>0007</iau_no><!-- Orbital elements --><q>0.959751</q><aph>15.732</aph><a>8.346</a><e>0.8850</e><i>112.997</i><omega>152.542</omega><as_node>139.803842714</as_node><t0>240220518.531</t0><m0>0.801</m0><!-- State vetor from whih orbit an be omputed --><state>2007-08-13T00:16:06.015,6786436.2,356741.9,123474.3,35425.6,12325.4,23747.2</state><!-- Brightness, mass, veloity, radiant --><mag_abs>1.21</mag_abs><mass>0.0821</mass><vel_geo>58.505</vel_geo><vel_helio>40.573</vel_helio><rad_obs_ra>45.1926</rad_obs_ra><rad_obs_de>57.7185</rad_obs_de><rad_geo_ra>45.8621</rad_geo_ra><rad_geo_de>57.6263</rad_geo_de><!-- Unertainties --><e_q>0.0041</e_q><e_a>1.61</e_a><e_e>0.021</e_e><e_i>0.21</e_i><e_omega>1.02</e_omega><e_as_node>0.00000049</e_as_node><e_t0>59.2</e_t0>

<e_m0>0.24</e_m0><e_mag_abs>0.73</e_mag_abs><e_mass>0.11</e_mass><e_vel_geo>0.22</e_vel_geo><e_vel_helio>0.23</e_vel_helio><e_rad_obs_ra>0.44</e_rad_obs_ra><e_rad_obs_de>0.10</e_rad_obs_de><ov_rad_obs>0.00023</ov_rad_obs><e_rad_geo_ra>0.75</e_rad_geo_ra><e_rad_geo_de>0.50</e_rad_geo_de><ov_rad_geo>0.00041</ov_rad_geo><e_state>0.10,12474.3,14964.5,13142.7,3.12,6.34,7.44,0.145,0.574,0.134,0.136,0.245,0.244</e_state><!-- Referene to single-station data --><meteors>2</meteors><meteor_ode>CAM-20070812-ICC2-M061</meteor_ode><meteor_ode>CAM-20070812-LCC3-M008</meteor_ode><!-- Trajetory information --><trajet_pos><pos_no>1</pos_no><time>2007-08-13T00:16:05.68123</time><lon>13.822943</lon><lat>47.084535</lat><height>115.372</height><mag_abs>3.182</mag_abs><e_time>0.00071</e_time><e_lon>0.00062</e_lon><e_lat>0.00042</e_lat><e_height>0.12</e_height><e_mag_abs>0.76</e_mag_abs></trajet_pos><trajet_pos><pos_no>2</pos_no><time>2007-08-13T00:16:05.69872</time><lon>13.816761</lon><lat>47.080943</lat><height>114.636</height><mag_abs>2.871</mag_abs><e_time>0.00071</e_time><e_lon>0.00037</e_lon><e_lat>0.00043</e_lat><e_height>0.10</e_height><e_mag_abs>0.68</e_mag_abs></trajet_pos>...</orbit></orbit_set></vmo>Figure 3 � Example of a meteoroid orbit in the VMO format. Note that the right olumn of this �gure needs to be storedbelow the left olumn in a real �le. The line-breaks and whitespaes inside <state> and <e_state> are not allowed, buthave been added for readability.
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Table 1 � <vmo> element: the root element whih must appear exatly one in eah VMO �le and enloses all the data.Name # Desription Example(s) Typeobserver 0..N A person observing or researhing meteors, seeTable 2. <observer>loation 0..N An observing site, see Table 3. <loation>am_system 0..N Video or photographi equipment, see Table 4. <am_system>am_session 0..N Video or photographi observing session, see Ta-ble 5. <am_session>orbit_pipeline 0..N Orbit determination proedure details, see Ta-ble 9. <orbit_pipeline>orbit_set 0..N A set of omputed meteoroid orbits and trajeto-ries, see Table 10. These sets are similarly mo-tivated like the amera sessions as to group datainto pakages for more onvenient handling. <orbit_set>visual 0..N Visual observing session. To be de�ned in thefollow-up WGN paper. <visual>�reball 0..N Fireball report. To be de�ned in the follow-upWGN paper. <�reball>
Table 2 � <observer> element: ontat information for a person, suh as a visual observer or the operator of a videostation. Eah observer is uniquely identi�ed by the observer_ode, whih is used by other elements to refer to an observer.Name # Desription Example(s) Typeobserver_ode 1 Unique alphanumeri identi�ation ode for theperson, in upperase. This ode has to be uniquewithin eah �le, and should preferably be reg-istered entrally at http://vmo.imo.net to avoidon�its. `ARLRA' string�rst_name 1 Given names and optionally also the middle name.All haraters from the extended latin alphabetmay be used. For other alphabets, use the Englishtransription. Avoid niknames. `Rainer' stringlast_name 1 Last name(s). Again, only haraters from theextended latin alphabet should be used. `Arlt' stringaddress1 0..1 Address line 1. stringaddress2 0..1 Address line 2. stringaddress3 0..1 Address line 3. stringpostal_ode 0..1 Postal ode. stringity 0..1 City of residene. `Berlin' stringountry_ode 1 Two-letter ISO 3166 ountry ode of residene. `DE' stringbirth_year 0..1 Year of birth. Note that this �eld is optional. `1991' integeremail 0..1 E-mail address. `visual�imo.net' stringurl 0..1 Personal or institute web site. `www.rainerarlt.de' stringa�liation 0..1 Institute, lub or assoiation. Enter more thanone if needed. `AKM' stringomments 0..1 A omment �eld allowing free text. string�le 0..N Attah one or more �les, for example a photo ofthe observer. See Table 13. <�le>



16 WGN, the Journal of the IMO 38:1 (2010)Table 3 � <loation> element: information on an observing site. Eah loation is uniquely identi�ed by the loation_ode,whih is used by other elements to refer to a loation.Name # Desription Example(s) Unit Typeloation_ode 1 Unique alphanumeri identi�ation ode for theloation, in upperase. This ode has to be uniquewithin eah �le, and should preferably be reg-istered entrally at http://vmo.imo.net to avoidon�its. `DEPOTS' stringname 1 Administrative name of the town or village, op-tionally followed by a more spei� name of thesite. `Potsdam,AstrophysialInstitute' stringountry_ode 1 Two-letter ISO 3166 ountry ode. `DE' stringlon 1 Geographi longitude in deimal degrees. Thelongitude should be a signed value between −180and +180. A negative value means `WEST', apositive value means `EAST'. The WGS84 oor-dinate system should be used, whih is also thebasis for the GPS system and tools suh as GoogleEarth. Give 5 or more digits behind the deimalsign if meter-auray is required.
13.102355 deg deimal

lat 1 Geographi latitude of the loation in deimal de-grees. The latitude should be a signed value be-tween −90 and +90. A negative value means`SOUTH', a positive value means `NORTH'. TheWGS84 oordinate system should be used. Give5 or more digits behind the deimal sign if meter-auray is required.
52.404186 deg deimal

height 0..1 Height of the loation in meters aording to theWGS84 oordinate system. 24.3 m deimalunertainty 0..1 Estimated error of the oordinates in meters. 20 m deimalomments 0..1 A omment �eld allowing free text. string�le 0..N Attah one or more �les, for example a photo ofthe observing site. See Table 13. <�le>Table 4 � <am_system> element: information on a video or photographi observing system. Eah system is uniquelyidenti�ed by the system_ode, whih is used by other elements to refer to a system. The atual tehnial details of thesystem have to be given in eah <am_session> element, sine most omponents may hange frequently and should bespei�ed for eah session to ensure orret information.Name # Desription Example(s) Typesystem_ode 1 Unique alphanumeri identi�ation ode for thesystem, in upperase. This ode should preferablybe registered entrally at http://vmo.imo.net toavoid on�its. `ICC3' stringname 1 Long name of the system. `ESA/RSSD Intensi�edCCD Camera #3' stringsystem_type 0..1 Type of the system. Should be either `STILL'(typially one exposure per meteor) or `VIDEO'(multiple exposures per meteor). `VIDEO' stringontat_ode 0..1 Contat person for the system, identi�ed by theobserver ode. The <observer> element for thisperson should preferably, but not obligatory, begiven in the same �le. `KOSDE' stringomments 0..1 Free text �eld for omments. `Built in 1998.' string�le 0..N Attah one or more �les, for example system do-umentation. See Table 13. <�le>



WGN, the Journal of the IMO 38:1 (2010) 17Table 5 � <am_session> element: observing session performed using a amera system. A session is an arbitraryolletion of observing periods and meteors, typially reorded during a single night. A session also holds the tehnialdetails and on�guration of the amera system.Name # Desription Example(s) Typesystem_ode 1 System identi�ed by the unique ode. The orrespond-ing <am_system> element should preferably, butnot obligatory, be given in the same �le. `ICC3' stringloation_ode 1 Loation of the session, identi�ed by the unique lo-ation ode. It is ompulsory to give the <loation>element for this loation in the same �le. `NLNOOR' stringobserver_ode 1 The ontat person for this session, identi�ed by theobserver ode. It is ompulsory to give the <observer>element for this person in the same �le. `KOSDE' stringversion 0..1 Time of last update (used as version identi�er). 2009-06-12T18:00:00 datetimesoftware_ode 0..1 Code of the software used to proess the data. `METREC_V3.6' stringshower_at_ode 0..1 Code of the shower atalog used to identify showermeteors, if shower designations are given in <meteor>. `IMO2009' stringamera_ode 0..1 Camera body or hip used. `MINTRON_12v1' stringprism_ode 0..1 Prism or grating used (if any). stringlens_ode 0..1 Lens used. `FUJINON_12' stringintensi�er_ode 0..1 Intensi�er used (if any). `DEP_42' stringrelay_lens_ode 0..1 Lens that �lmed the output of the intensi�er (if any). `RELAY_1' stringdigitizer_ode 0..1 Devie used to digitize the exposures. `MATROX_METEOR2' stringgain 0..1 Free desription of the gain setting. `Highest gain' stringstorage 0..1 Desription of any intermediate storage (e.g., VCRtape, analog �lm, MPEG-ompressed digital �le). `KODAK_400_ASA' stringinterlaed_�ag 0..1 Does the amera use the interlaed video format?Leavy empty for a still amera. true, false booleaninterlaed_order 0..1 Order of the interlaed �elds: 'ODD' or 'EVEN'. 'ODD', 'EVEN' stringexposure_time 0..1 Length of eah exposure in deimal seonds. If inter-laed �elds are used, give the exposure time for eah�eld. If the exposure time varied, leave empty. 0.02, 0.1, 36000.0 deimalsampling_interval 0..1 Interval between the beginnings of exposures in de-imal seonds. If interlaed �elds are used, give theinterval between 2 �elds. 0.02 deimalshutter_�ag 0..1 Did the system have a rotating shutter to make breaksin the meteor trail? true, false booleanshutter_frequeny 0..1 Frequeny of the shutter, use breaks per seond. 8.64 deimalshutter_desription 0..1 Preise desription of the shutter shape. Attah adrawing if neessary. `The equal-sized blades inter-rupt the light 8.64 times perseond.' stringfov_vertial 0..1 Vertial size of the �eld of view in degrees. 40 deimalimage_sale 0..1 Approximate image sale in degrees per pixel. 0.001 deimale�etive_x 0..1 E�etive number of pixels in the x (horizontal) dire-tion, taking into aount all omponents of the sys-tem. If interlaed �elds are used, give the resolutionof a single �eld. 320 integere�etive_y 0..1 E�etive number of pixels in the y (vertial) diretion,taking into aount all omponents of the system. Ifinterlaed �elds are used, give the resolution of a single�eld. 240 integerdepth 0..1 The number of brightness steps the system an distin-guish, taking into aount all omponents. 256 integersaturation_value 0..1 Saturation value of the pixels. 255 stringolor_�ag 0..1 Does the system reord olor? true, false booleane_time 0..1 Unertainty (σ) of the lok, use deimal seonds. 2.05 deimale_astrometry 0..1 Unertainty (σ) of the astrometri model, use deimaldegrees. 0.051 deimalomments 0..1 Free text �eld for omments. stringperiod 1..N One or more observing periods, as spei�ed in Table 6. <period>�le 0..N Attah one or more �les, for example the session log�le. See Table 13. <�le>
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Table 6 � <period> element: desribes the observing onditions and observed meteors in a given interval.Name # Desription Example(s) Unit Typestart 0..1 Time when the observation started. Leave emptyif unknown (do not just enter the time of the �rstmeteor). Use the ISO 8601 format in UniversalTime (UTC). 2007-08-11T23:46:27 datetimestop 0..1 Time when the observation ended. Leave emptyif unknown (do not just enter the time of the lastmeteor). Use the ISO 8601 format in UniversalTime (UTC). 2007-08-12T00:47:54 datetimete� 0..1 E�etive observing time for ativity analysis.Leave empty if unknown. 0.975 h deimallm 0..1 Average limiting stellar magnitude during the pe-riod. 6.52 mag deimalfov_alt 0..1 Measured altitude of the enter of the �eld of viewabove the horizon in the middle of the period. 32.66 deg deimalfov_az 0..1 Measured azimuth of the enter of the �eld of viewin the middle of the period. North is 0, east is 90,and so forth. 241.34 deg deimalfov_rotation 0..1 Rotation of the �eld of view in ounter-lokwisediretion in the middle of the period. Measuredas the angle between y-axis and the diretion tozenith. 5 deg deimalfov_guided_�ag 0..1 Is the amera guided, i.e. do the equatorial oordi-nates of the �eld of view remain onstant through-out the period? true, false booleanfov_obstrution 0..1 Average perentage of the �eld of view that is ob-struted by louds, trees, buildings, et. duringthe period. This should be a number between 0and 100. 20.5 % deimale_te� 0..1 Unertainty (σ) of te�. 0.050 h deimale_lm 0..1 Unertainty (σ) of lm. 0.25 mag deimale_fov_obstrution 0..1 Unertainty (σ) of fov_obstrution. 5.0 % deimalmeteor 0..N Observed meteors, as spei�ed in Table 7. <meteor>�le 0..N Attah one or more �les, for example the periodlog �le. See Table 13. <�le>



WGN, the Journal of the IMO 38:1 (2010) 19Table 7 � <meteor> element: desribes a meteor observed by a amera.Name # Desription Example(s) Unit Typemeteor_ode 0..1 Unique alphanumeri identi�ation ode for the meteor.Use the format `CAM-YYYYMMDD-SYSTEM-M999' (all upper-ase), where YYYYMMDD refers to the date on whih the ses-sion started, SYSTEM refers to the unique ode of the am-era system, and 999 refers to the relative number of themeteor in the session. For example, the �rst meteor ob-served by system ICC3 in the session that started on 2007August 11 should be alled `CAM-20070811-ICC3-M001'.In ase a multiple sessions have started on the same date,append `-N' after the date, where N is the number of thesession. For example, the �rst meteor of the seond ses-sion is `CAM-20070811-2-ICC3-M001'. In ase more than999 meteors are seen in a session, add extra digits to themeteor number, e.g., `CAM-20070811-ICC3-M1000'.
`CAM-20070811-ICC3-M001' string

time 0..1 Time when the meteor was �rst deteted. Use the ISO8601 format in Universal Time (UTC). 2007-08-12T00:12:34.45 datetimeshower_ode 0..1 The shower designation for the meteor. Initially thisis the shower or sporadi soure as designated by theobserving software, but this value may be reomputedand updated at any point in time afterwards aordingto an updated standard radiant atalog. `SPO' is alsovalid. `PER' string
exposures 0..1 Number of exposures in whih the meteor was reorded(1 if the observation was photographi). 8 integerduration 0..1 Duration of the meteor. 1.64 s deimalmag 0..1 Brightest instrumental magnitude. The magnitude is�instrumental� beause it depends on the spetral re-sponse urve of the amera, whih may di�er from avisual observer. 3.52 mag deimalspeed 0..1 Average angular speed. 20.30 deg/s deimalin_fov 0..1 Denotes whether the meteor entered or left the �eld ofview. `00'= started and ended outside the �eld of view,`10'= started inside but ended outside, `01'= startedoutside but ended inside, `11'= both start and end areinside the �eld of view. `11' stringbegin_ra 0..1 Right Asension (J2000.0) of the begin point. The valuemay have been orreted, e.g. using a linear �t throughthe meteor or by manual measurement. 20.8753 deg deimalbegin_de 0..1 Delination (J2000.0) of the above. 45.4875 deg deimalend_ra 0..1 Right Asension (J2000.0) of the end point. The valuemay have been orreted, e.g. using a linear �t throughthe meteor or by manual measurement. 12.8754 deg deimalend_de 0..1 Delination (J2000.0) of the above. 49.7851 deg deimalomments 0..1 Free text �eld for omments. stringe_duration 0..1 Unertainty (σ) of duration. 0.13 s deimale_mag 0..1 Unertainty (σ) of mag. 0.21 mag deimale_speed 0..1 Unertainty (σ) of speed. 0.54 deg/s deimale_begin_ra 0..1 Unertainty (σ) of begin_ra. 0.0031 deg deimale_begin_de 0..1 Unertainty (σ) of begin_de. 0.0025 deg deimalov_begin 0..1 Covariane of begin_ra and begin_de. 0.000035 deg2 deimale_end_ra 0..1 Unertainty (σ) of end_ra. 0.0022 deg deimale_end_de 0..1 Unertainty (σ) of end_de. 0.0015 deg deimalov_end 0..1 Covariane of end_ra and end_de. 0.000081 deg2 deimalpos 0..N Optional instanteneous astrometri or photometri mea-surements, as spei�ed in Table 8. <pos>�le 0..N Attah one or more �les, for example the meteor sumimage. See Table 13. <�le>
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Table 8 � <pos> element: desribes the astrometri and photometri measurements of a meteor frame.Name # Desription Example(s) Unit Typepos_no 1 Number of the position, ounted relative to eahmeteor starting at 1. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, . . . integertime 0..1 Time of the position, aurate to the time in-terval between exposures or shutter breaks. Usethe ISO 8601 format in Universal Time (UTC). 2007-08-12T00:12:34.45 datetimemag 0..1 The instrumental brightness of the meteor at thegiven position. 3.64 mag deimalpos_x 0..1 The horizontal position (x) of the meteor withinthe exposure. This should be a relative valuebetween 0 and 1. The left edge is 0, the rightedge is 1. 0.231 deimalpos_y 0..1 The vertial position (y) of the meteor withinthe exposure. This should be a relative valuebetween 0 and 1. The bottom edge is 0, the topedge is 1. 0.454 deimalpos_ra 0..1 Right Asension (J2000.0) of the meteor posi-tion. 32.9785 deg deimalpos_de 0..1 Delination (J2000.0) of the meteor position. 130.4845 deg deimalorretion_�ag 0..1 Was the position orreted afterwards, for exam-ple by a manual re-measurement? true, false booleanoutlier_�ag 0..1 Are the given oordinates outliers relative to theother positions for this meteor? true, false booleansaturation_�ag 0..1 Was the amera saturated? This means the mea-surement is less aurate. true, false booleane_time 0..1 Unertainty (σ) of time. 0.062 s deimale_mag 0..1 Unertainty (σ) of mag. 0.23 mag deimale_pos_x 0..1 Unertainty (σ) of pos_x. 0.017 deimale_pos_y 0..1 Unertainty (σ) of pos_y. 0.018 deimale_pos_ra 0..1 Unertainty (σ) of pos_ra. 0.0035 deg deimale_pos_de 0..1 Unertainty (σ) of pos_de. 0.0028 deg deimalov_ra_de 0..1 Covariane of pos_ra and pos_de. 0.000042 deg2 deimal�le 0..N Attah one or more �les, for example the frameimage. See Table 13. <�le>



WGN, the Journal of the IMO 38:1 (2010) 21Table 9 � <orbit_pipeline> element: desribes a pipeline of software and methods used to determine orbits. This isimportant as meteor sientists prefer to know the exat methods and tools used in the omputation of an orbit. Note thatthe examples shown in this table are kept very short for formatting reasons; in reality one should attempt to give muhmore details.Name # Desription Example(s) Typepipeline_ode 1 Unique ode of the orbit determination pipeline. `UFO2.21' stringontat_ode 1 The ontat person, identi�ed by the observerode refering to the <observer>. . .</observer>element. `SONOTACO' stringname 1 Long name of the pipeline (typially the full nameof a software pakage, inluding the version num-ber and author name). `UFOOrbit 2.21 by Sono-taCo' stringdesription 1 General desription of the methods and softwareused to determine the orbit. `Uses the UFOtools available fromhttp://www.sonotao.om.' stringastrometry 0..1 Desribe how astrometry was obtained from rawimages. If astrometry from an existing databasewas used, note it here. Provide referenes if pos-sible. Leave empty for radar orbits. `Uses UFOAnalyzer 2.25by SonotaCo. Desribedin detail in Sonotao et al(2008), WGN.' stringtrajetory 1 Desribe the trajetory determination algorithm.Provide referenes if possible. `Cepleha (1987).' stringerrors 1 Desribe how the unertainties in the astrometry,trajetory and orbit are estimated. `Unertainties were propa-gated from the astrometryto the orbit using Monte-Carlo (1000 iterations).' stringmass 0..1 Desribe how the mass was omputed, and speifyif the mass is photometri or dynamial. Providereferenes if possible. `Photometri mass. ReV-elle & Cepleha (2002),ESA SP-500' stringomments 0..1 Free text �eld to provide additional doumenta-tion and omments. `If this was a real example,there should be muhmoretext!' string�le 0..N Attah one or more �les, for example pipeline do-umentation or referene papers. See Table 13. <�le>
Table 10 � <orbit_set> element: groups a set of orbits/trajetories.Name # Desription Example(s) Typeset_ode 1 Code for this olletion of orbits. Use`ORB-OBSERVERCODE-NAME' in upperase hara-ters, where OBSERVERCODE is the unique observerode of the author/ontat person, and NAME isan arbitrary name of the set (using alphanumeriharaters without spaes). For example, Per-seid 2009 orbits omputed by Rainer Arlt ouldbe alled `ORB-ARLRA-PER2009'.

`ORB-ARLRA-PER2009' string
ontat_ode 1 The author or ontat for this set of orbits, iden-ti�ed by the unique observer ode refering to the

<observer>. . .</observer> element. `ARLRA' stringversion 0..1 Time of last update (used as version identi�er). 2009-06-12T18:00:00 datetimeomments 0..1 Free text �eld to provide omments. stringorbit 1..N One or more helioentri meteoroid orbits. SeeTable 11. <orbit>�le 0..N Attah one or more �les, for example a doumen-tation for this spei� set of orbits. See Table 13. <�le>



22 WGN, the Journal of the IMO 38:1 (2010)Table 11 � <orbit> element: a meteoroid trajetory/orbit omputed from two or more amera stations (or one radarstation). The orbital elements must be given in the helioentri referene frame J2000.Name # Desription Example(s) Unit Typepipeline_ode 0..1 Code of the orbit omputation pipeline used. A orrespond-ing <orbit_pipeline> element should be present in the �le,desribing in detail how the orbit was omputed. `UFO2.21' stringorbit_type 1 Type of observations used to determine the orbit. Should beeither 'VISUAL', 'STILL', 'VIDEO', 'RADAR' or 'HYBRID'.If 'STILL' and 'VIDEO' data is ombined, use 'VIDEO'. Forany other ombination, use 'HYBRID' and explain in om-ments. `VIDEO' stringtime 1 Referene time for the meteor; when the meteoroid was at 100km height. Use the ISO 8601 format in UTC. 1993-04-21T23:20:24 datetimet0 0..1 Epoh (seonds sine J2000.0) for whih the orbital elementsare given. The epoh is not neessarily the same as the meteorreferene time, beause the orbital elements may be given foran earlier point in time. −211248000.3 s deimalq 0..1 Perihelion distane (small q). 0.9381 AU deimala 0..1 Semimajor axis. 6.36 AU deimale 0..1 Eentriity. 0.8537 deimali 0..1 Inlination. 80.3717 deg deimalomega 0..1 Argument of periapsis. 211.3147 deg deimalas_node 0..1 Asending node (J2000.0). 31.9439467 deg deimalm0 0..1 Mean anomaly at epoh t0. 69.4212 deg deimalshower_ode 0..1 Code of the meteoroid stream that �ts the orbital elements (ifany). `LYR' stringiau_no 0..1 IAU number of the meteoroid stream that �ts the orbital ele-ments (if any). `0006' stringmag_abs 0..1 Absolute maximum brightness in the visual spetral range ex-pressed as a magnitude. This is the brightness that would bereorded if the meteor was at a height of 100 km in the zenithof a visual observer. −3.27 mag deimalmass 0..1 Meteoroid mass in grams. 1734 g deimalvel_obs 0..1 Observed veloity without any orretion for atmospheri de-eleration, diurnal abberation or zenith attration. 47.60 km/s deimalvel_inf 0..1 Veloity just before atmospheri entry (= vel_obs orretedfor atmospheri deeleration and diurnal aberration). 47.70 km/s deimalvel_geo 0..1 Geoentri veloity (= vel_inf orreted for zenith attration). 46.15 km/s deimalvel_helio 0..1 Helioentri veloity (= vel_geo onverted to the helioentrireferene frame). 40.32 km/s deimalheight_begin 0..1 Height at meteor begin point (leave empty if the begin pointwas not observed). 103.44 km deimalheight_max 0..1 Height at the point of brightest absolute magnitude. 79.23 km deimalheight_end 0..1 Height at meteor end point (leave empty if the end point wasnot observed). 77.02 km deimalrad_obs_ra 0..1 Right Asension (J2000.0) of the observed radiant. This is theradiant without any orretion for atmospheri deeleration,diurnal abberation or zenith attration. 274.1984 deg deimalrad_obs_de 0..1 Delination (J2000.0) of the above. 33.5586 deg deimalrad_geo_ra 0..1 Right Asension (J2000.0) of the geoentri radiant. This isthe radiant orreted for atmospheri deeleration, diurnal ab-beration and zenith attration. 274.7741 deg deimalrad_geo_de 0..1 Delination (J2000.0) of the above. 33.2541 deg deimalz_avg 0..1 Average zenith distane of the observed radiant from the dif-ferent stations. 51.41 deg deimalmeteors 0..1 Total number of single-station meteor observations used toompute the orbit. 2,3... integermeteor_ode 0..N Codes of the meteors used to determine the orbit. The orre-sponding <meteor> elements (f. Table 7) should preferablybe given in the same �le or be available in a entral arhive. stringomplete 0..1 Could the meteor trajetory be reonstruted ompletely fromthe available data? `11' = yes; `01' = begin is missing; `10' =end is missing; `00' = begin and end are missing. `11' string



WGN, the Journal of the IMO 38:1 (2010) 23Table 11 � <orbit> element (ontinued).Name # Desription Example Unit Typeonv_best 0..1 Best (losest to 90◦) onvergene angle. This is the anglebetween the apparent great irles of meteor motion as seenfrom any two observing stations; indiating the quality of theobserving geometry. Leave empty for radar orbits. 64.5 deg deimalstate 0..1 7-element state vetor (t, x, y, z, vx, vy , vz) of the meteoroidwhile produing the meteor; t is the ISO 8601 timestamp inUTC, x, y, z are the retangular Geoentri oordinates in theEarth-�xed referene frame (the X-axis points towards 0 de-grees longitude/latitude, the Z-axis points North along theaxis of rotation of the Earth, and the Y-axis is the ross prod-ut of X and Z), and vx, vy , vz are the veloities in the samereferene frame. The state vetor should be orreted for at-mospheri deeleration and diurnal aberration, but not forzenith attration. This vetor allows for the easy reomputa-tion of orbital elements using di�erent algorithms and refer-ene epohs. It is strongly advised to provide this �eld.
1993-04-21T23:20:24,5268456.3,2799969.6,2516762.2,31826.2,
−24824.2,41340.3

time,m,m,m,m/s,m/s,m/s
vetor

e_state 0..1 Unertainty varianes and ovarianes of the state vetor. Usethe following format: (σ2
t , σ2

x, σ2
y, σ2

z , σ2
vx
, σ2

vy
, σ2

vz
, cov(x, y),

cov(x, z), cov(y, z), cov(vx, vy), cov(vx, vz), cov(vy , vz)) 0.001,1328.3,1447.5,1396.7,12.5,69.1,32.4,0.145,0.574,0.134,0.136,0.245,0.244
s2,m2,m2,m2,m2/s2,m2/s2,m2/s2,m2,m2,m2,m2/s2,m2/s2,m2/s2

vetor
e_time 0..1 Unertainty (σ) of time. 1.3 s deimale_t0 0..1 Unertainty (σ) of t0. 1.3 s deimale_q 0..1 Unertainty (σ) of q. 0.0052 AU deimale_a_inv 0..1 Unertainty (σ) of 1/a. The error of the inverse of the semi-major axis is asked beause this quantity follows a normaldistribution. The error distribution of the semi-major axisitself is heavily skewed. 1.89 AU deimale_e 0..1 Unertainty (σ) of e. 0.040 AU deimale_i 0..1 Unertainty (σ) of i. 0.64 deg deimale_omega 0..1 Unertainty (σ) of omega. 1.42 deg deimale_as_node 0..1 Unertainty (σ) of as_node. 0.000012 deg deimale_m0 0..1 Unertainty (σ) of m0. 0.023 deg deimale_mag_abs 0..1 Unertainty (σ) of mag_abs. 0.54 mag deimale_mass 0..1 Unertainty (σ) of mass. 102 g deimale_vel_obs 0..1 Unertainty (σ) of vel_obs. 0.58 km/s deimale_vel_inf 0..1 Unertainty (σ) of vel_inf. 0.58 km/s deimale_vel_geo 0..1 Unertainty (σ) of vel_geo. 0.47 km/s deimale_vel_helio 0..1 Unertainty (σ) of vel_helio. 0.42 km/s deimale_height_begin 0..1 Unertainty (σ) of height_begin. 2.33 km deimale_height_max 0..1 Unertainty (σ) of height_max. 1.87 km deimale_height_end 0..1 Unertainty (σ) of height_end. 1.56 km deimale_rad_obs_ra 0..1 Unertainty (σ) of rad_obs_ra. 0.075 deg deimale_rad_obs_de 0..1 Unertainty (σ) of rad_obs_de. 0.050 deg deimalov_rad_obs 0..1 Covariane of rad_obs_ra and rad_obs_de. 0.00023 deg2 deimale_rad_geo_ra 0..1 Unertainty (σ) of rad_geo_ra. 0.075 deg deimale_rad_geo_de 0..1 Unertainty (σ) of rad_geo_de. 0.050 deg deimalov_rad_geo 0..1 Covariane of rad_geo_ra and rad_geo_de. 0.00041 deg2 deimalomments 0..1 Free text �eld for omments. stringtrajet_pos 0..N Optional instantaneous position along the trajetory of themeteoroid as spei�ed in Table 12 <trajet_pos>�le 0..N Attah one or more �les, for example an orbit graph. SeeTable 13. <�le>
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Table 12 � <trajet_pos> element: desribes a point on the trajetory of the meteor. This element may be usedmultiple times inside <orbit> to desribe the atmospheri trajetory of a meteoroid in geographi oordinates.Name # Desription Example(s) Unit Typepos_no 1 Number of the point, ounted relative to eahtrajetory starting at 1. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5... integertime 0..1 Time when the meteoroid was at the given posi-tion. Use the ISO 8601 format in Universal Time(UTC). 2007-08-12T00:12:35.24 datetimelon 0..1 Geographi longitude in deimal degrees. Thelongitude should be a signed value between −180and +180. A negative value means `WEST', apositive value means `EAST'. The WGS84 oor-dinate system should be used, whih is also thebasis for the GPS system. 13.148752 deg deimal
lat 0..1 Geographi latitude in deimal degrees. The lat-itude should be a signed value between −90 and

+90. A negative value means `SOUTH', a pos-itive value means `NORTH'. The WGS84 oor-dinate system should be used. 52.516435 deg deimalheight 0..1 Geographi height above zero in kilometer, rela-tive to WGS84. 87.1549 km deimalmag_abs 0..1 Absolute brightness in the visual spetral rangeexpressed as a magnitude. This is the brightnessthat would be reorded if the meteor was in avisual observer's zenith at a height of 100 km. −2.4 mag deimalvel 0..1 Veloity between this and the following
<trajet_pos>. 46.53 km/s deimale_time 0..1 Unertainty (σ) of time. 0.14 s deimale_lon 0..1 Unertainty (σ) of lon. 0.00045 deg deimale_lat 0..1 Unertainty (σ) of lat. 0.00071 deg deimale_height 0..1 Unertainty (σ) of height. 0.0041 km deimalov_lon_lat 0..1 Covariane of lon and lat. 0.00056 deg2 deimalov_lon_height 0..1 Covariane of lon and height. 0.00024 deg·km deimalov_lat_height 0..1 Covariane of lat and height. 0.00083 deg·km deimale_mag_abs 0..1 Unertainty (σ) of mag_abs. 0.42 mag deimale_vel 0..1 Unertainty (σ) of vel. 1.3 km/s deimal

Table 13 � <�le> element: allows �les in ustom formats to be attahed.Name # Desription Example(s) Typepath 1 Loation of the �le relative to the loation of theXML doument. Can also be a remote URL. `videos/vid287.avi' stringomments 0..1 A omment �eld allowing free text. string



WGN, the Journal of the IMO 38:1 (2010) 25Development of an All-Sky Video Meteor Network in SouthernOntario, Canada : The ASGARD SystemP. Brown 1, R.J. Weryk 1, S. Kohut 1, W.N. Edwards 1 and Z. Krzeminski 1An automated all sky amera network has been onstruted in Southern Ontario, Canada as one instrumentalomponent of the Southern Ontario Meteor Network. The design strategy for the network as well as hardwareand software whih have been developed are desribed. The metri preision of our redutions are typially
∼ few hundred meters and photometry preise to 0.5 mag for meteors fainter than −6. Early results of thenetwork are presented.Reeived 2009 September 181 IntrodutionThe utility of well-spaed photographi stations for me-teor work has been reognized for as long as instrumen-tal observations of meteors have ourred (f. Whipple,1954). Expansion of this early onept to multiple sta-tions and later to all-sky observations was driven in partby the serendipitous observation of the P°íbram mete-orite �reball in 1959 from an early amera network es-tablished in the former Czehoslovakia (Cepleha & Ra-jhl, 1965). It was reognized that suh ameranetworks ould prove valuable in reording the pre-atmospheri orbit for reovered meteorites (f. Halli-day, 1973). From this early reognition, and the needfor solid data onerning the origin of meteorites in thesolar system, at least three substantial amera networksarose: the European Network in Eastern Europe (early1960's � present), the Prairie Network in the UnitedStates (1963�1975) and the Meteorite Observation andReovery Projet (MORP) in Canada (1971�1985). Allof these networks had as their main design goal thereovery of meteorites from photographially observed�reballs. In total four meteorites were reovered bythese dediated networks P°íbram and Neushwanstein(EN), Lost City (PN) and Innisfree (MORP). The datafrom these meteorite-orbits proved valuable in manyrespets but the low reovery rates made support forthese large operations problemati � only the EN sur-vives to the present. The wealth of experiene gatheredby the EN operations has lead to modern versions ofthese observing systems (Spurný et al., 2006) and theestablishment of the Desert Fireball Network (DFN) inAustralia (situated where terrain is ideal for meteoritereovery) already proving more produtive than earlieramera networks.These networks have been setup with meteorite re-overy as the main driver, though they have provenhighly useful for many diverse studies (f. Oberst etal., 1998; Halliday et al., 1996). As suh they havetended to fous on detetion and redution of �reballsmost likely to produe meteorites, though often are sen-sitive to smaller �reballs as well. More reently, entirelyautomated or semi-automated multi-station networks1Western Meteor Physis Group, Dept. of Physis and As-tronomy, University of Western Ontario, London Ontario CanadaN6A 3K7 CanadaEmail: pbrown�uwo.aIMO bibode WGN-381-brown-asgardNASA-ADS bibode 2010JIMO...38...25B

Figure 1 � Loation of seven ASGARD ameras (irles) inSouthern Ontario.have also been set up using CCDs and/or image inten-si�ers to reord somewhat fainter meteors (f. Trigo-Rodriguez et al., 2008; Oleh et al., 2006).There are many reasons to study smaller, entimetre-sized meteoroids, a size range generally not reordedby all-sky photographi ameras (exept at very highveloities). Meteoroids in this size regime are a ma-jor mass-loss mehanism for omets (Sykes & Walker,1992), and as suh meteor showers tend to be most de-tetable at suh sizes, making statistial studies pos-sible. In partiular, meteoroids in this range (whihprodue meteors at or just below the threshold of the�reball ategory, depending on speed) are bright enoughto be amenable to multi-instrument observations. Thismeans that many events an be reorded in detail toprovide onstraints for numerial entry models. It isthis latter appliation whih was the main design driverfor the development of an all-sky amera network aspart of the multi-instrumental Southern Ontario Me-teor Network (SOMN).2 Instrumentation and SoftwareDesignThe all-sky video network omponent of the SOMN wasdeveloped originally from hardware and software sup-plied by Sandia National Labs as part of their Sentinel
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Figure 2 � Video amera and enlosure.amera network. Our intent was to use a dense ar-ray of all-sky ameras (with spaing of order 50�100km) to reord many meteors from multiple stations.At present the network onsists of seven ameras (Fig-ure 1). As will be shown later, a typial event has as-trometri residuals of order 100�200 m (depending ongeometry) whih for our purposes is su�ient for multi-instrumental studies. The intent is to use the moderatepreision metri data for omparison with other instru-mental reordings of the same event and to at as a �trig-ger� for other instruments. Here we sari�e preision infavour of semi-automation in redution. Improvementsin these residuals would be possible with fully manualredutions, but only with enormous labour given thelarge number of events reorded.2.1 Camera HardwareThe ameras used for eah station are HiCam HB-710ESONY Ex-view HAD (1/2′′ size) CCD ameras equippedwith a Rainbow L163VDC4 1.6�3.4 mm f/1.4 lens (Fig-ure 2). The ameras are housed inside a simple enlo-sure with a lear aryli dome. The enlosure has a ther-mostat for heating during winter and a fan system toirulate air and prevent dewing of lenses or the dome.A photosensor is attahed to eah amera whih shutso� the unit during the day. The aryli domes havea useful lifetime of only ∼ 6 months and are entirelyreplaed on a regular basis. The video signal from theamera (NTSC, 29.97 frames per seond) in a 640×480format is aptured by a Brooktree 878A frame-grabberard in a PC, proessed, and then streamed to disk.Timing information (based on the system time whena hardware interrupt from the apture ard ours) isalibrated against a US GlobalSat BU-353 USB GPS

Figure 3 � Automated output showing apparent azimuthand altitude of deteted points from all stations; observed� (upper right) theoretial height along trail using a meanveloity of 44.2 km/s (as a means to hek for deelera-tion; (lower left) map showing apparent ground trak andprojeted terminal ground point and (lower right) approxi-mate orbital diagram. Note that amera 4 has some droppedframes for this event.reeiver using the Network Time Protool (NTP) soft-ware. Instead of simply orreting the system lokperiodially (whih allows it to drift between updates),NTP will adjust the lok rate to ensure the lok isalways aurate to better than one frame time. Whenextreme auray is desired, NTP an use a pulse perseond (PPS) signal to obtain times aurate to ∼ 10miroseonds.2.2 Software DesignTo reord events with these video systems, the All Skyand Guided Automati Real-time Detetion (ASGARD)software was developed by one of us (RJW) (Weryket al., 2008). An early version of the detetion soft-ware and our redution proedures was �rst desribedby Weryk et al. (2008), however many hanges andimprovements have been made sine that time. Thesoftware detets meteors in real-time, and an aquirevideo data from a range of video soures, inluding ana-log video amera interfaes, pre-reorded video, anddigital amera interfaes using the high-speed Camer-aLink interfae. The software is run under the DebianGNU/Linux operating system, and ideally requires atleast a 1 GHz proessor, 256 MB of memory, and a40 GB hard drive. However, a modern 3 GHz proes-sor ould run 8+ ameras simultaneously. This wouldbe bene�ial if eah amera had a longer foal lengthlens, whih would give e�etive all-sky overage whileat the same time being sensitive to fainter meteors. Thesoftware is in theory salable to ameras that produe125+ MB/s data streams; however this has not beentested.The key design philosophy with ASGARD was the
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Figure 4 � Line of sight residuals (vertial and horizontal)between the best �t trajetory solution and the observedsightlines

Figure 5 � Average veloity measured from all ameras alongthe length of the trajetory.use of software plugins for the detetion algorithm. Thisallows the software to be tuned to spei� requirements,suh as using intensi�ed vs. non-intensi�ed imagery, ortuned to the amount of available omputing power. Thedetetion plugin used by the SOMN all-sky ameras isbased on pixel thresholds. For eah video frame, thenumber of neighbouring pixels that have inreased bya given intensity from a previous frame (typially fromone seond before) is omputed. The threshold valueis urrently set to a onstant whih limits our faintestdetetable meteors around magnitude −1; however thisresults in higher SNR values whih are more useful whenomparing the video data against other instruments,suh as infrasoni reords.

Figure 6 � Peak absolute panhromati magnitude of 287manually redued events between 2008-2009.We �nd that for our urrent network of seven am-eras, regular multi-station detetions beome ommononly around magnitude −3. It is quite straightforwardto dynamially adapt the threshold parameter to im-age noise, and this is planned for the future. Regionsprone to false alarms (suh as smoke himneys or treebranhes) are masked to not ontribute to the pixel sum.When the sum has exeeded a set limit, event detetionis started. Detetion ends when there has not beena trigger pixel for a few seonds, and the detetion issaved to disk only when the number of triggered framespasses a on�gured limit. The software is also apa-ble of deteting simultaneous events whih is bene�ialfor highly ative meteor showers, or when airraft arepresent. Beause of this, it is more e�ient to streamthe raw video frames to disk (with the detetion soft-ware reording a list of frame number, pixel entroid,brightness, and related information) and have a sepa-rate program produe video, image, and text summary�les. On the SOMN ameras, the streaming video on-sumes 33 GB per hour of video and the loal disk drivesstore 20+ hours of video in a rolling bu�er to allow forlater re-analysis of bright meteors that had entered amasked region, or for events that ourred near sunsetwhen the bakground sky brightness was too high foroptimal detetion.Another feature of the software is its heuristi eventrejetion �lters. Events suh as high-altitude airraft,exessive noise triggers, speular re�etions from satel-lites, louds passing in front of the Moon, and otherfalse triggers an be eliminated in the summary gener-ator. Further false triggers an be eliminated by onlyonsidering events that are visible on multiple stations.2.3 Basi AnalysisAstrometri positions are alibrated based on the equa-tions provided in Borovi£ka et al. (1995) and use eitherthe Bright Star Catalogue (Ho�eit & Jashek, 1982) orthe SKY2000v4 atalogue (Myers et al., 2002) for ref-erene stellar positions. Eah amera reords a alibra-tion image every 15 minutes and these basi data areused to onstrut plates for eah site. Positions are al-ibrated against loal zenith and azimuth angles ratherthan against elestial equatorial oordinates. The plateonstants also inlude the e�ets of any lens distortion.We �nd that at most sites our ameras remain preiseto within one pixel over timesales of the order of weeks.



28 WGN, the Journal of the IMO 38:1 (2010)While eah event is di�erent, typially SOMN amerahardware has 0.2 degree preision whih allows for tra-jetory solutions on the order of ∼ 250 m preision.With a relatively dense network it is ommon to havemany ameras available for any one event and this al-lows redution of the residuals through judiious hoieof the losest ameras (high apparent event elevations)and good plate �ts allowing even better residuals insome ases.For photometri measurements, the instrumentalmagnitude sale is alibrated against the same ata-logue. We also use bright planets and the moon foralibration. For stars, a irular dis is de�ned arounda star as to ontain all light. A ring is also de�nedaround the star (with no overlap with the dis), andthe median pixel value is used to estimate the bak-ground brightness. This value is subtrated from eahpixel in the dis and then all pixel values in the disare summed. The resulting sum is onverted into amagnitude measurement (using the standard astronom-ial magnitude sale), and this instrumental magnitudesale is found to relate linearly to eah of the UVBRIsales used in the Johnson-Cousins magnitude system,with red having the highest orrelation due to the spe-tral response of the HAD CCD hip. The photometrio�set (slope is �xed at unity) is omputed using linearregression. Meteors are then measured using an aper-ture mask that overs all light in a given frame, howeverthe bakground pixel values are determined by medianombining images that preeded the meteor, and thestellar alibration o�set is applied. The alibration isquite good (better than ∼ 0.5 instrumental magnitude)for objets fainter than −6; thereafter saturation be-omes inreasingly a problem. However, less than 10%of all our events are bright enough for this to be anissue.In order to ompare any photometri results againstother authors, we transform our alibrated instrumentalmagnitude sale to the panhromati band-pass throughappliation of syntheti photometry to a series of pub-lished meteor spetra to ompute a mean olor or-retion term. Details of this proess are presented inWeryk et al. (2008). Our photometri measurementshave muh less dynami range than �lm making pho-tometry of very bright events highly unertain. How-ever, as most of our events are only moderately aboveour detetion threshold (where our alibration is best)this is not a signi�ant limitation. A separate highspeed photometry system for brighter events is ur-rently being tested to overome this limitation.2.4 Automated AnalysisEvents are synhronised to a entral server where theyare orrelated based on the time of observation. Foreah multistation event, the atmospheri trajetorysolution is omputed using the program MILIG(Borovi£ka, 1990) and helioentri orbits are omputedwith the program MORB (Cepleha, 1987). A prelim-inary summary list is automatially produed at thisstage (see example in Table 1).Based on the quality of the initial solution, some

Figure 7 � Ground traks (red arrows) and estimated fallzones for meteorites (blue irles) for events listed in Table2.events are found to have aeptable solutions diretlyfrom this automated pipeline and stored in a masterdatabase. All events are heked manually for qualityand position piks or other errors. We �nd that relyingentirely on the automated solutions is not possible astypially more than half of all events need some form ofmanual improvement to the seletions (inluding morepoints not deteted by the automated algorithm or re-�ned piks in some ases). This inludes heks for goodonvergene angles (the exat limits we �nd depend onthe number of ameras in a solution, ranges to the eventand its duration), internal heks on the solution onsis-teny (similar beginning heights et.) and small overalldispersion in measured veloity from multiple stations.3 Results and Early AnalysisA ompletely redued example event deteted by theASGARD amera network is shown in Figures 3�5. Weexamine eah event for detetable deeleration (notablein 25% of all redued ases to date) and orret toout-of-atmosphere veloity by using the average velo-ity from the earliest 1/2 to 1/3 of the trail (dependingon total trail length and internal onsisteny betweenmultiple stations) and then take a global average. Notealso that we do not rejet trails on the basis of durationalone; this would have the e�et of biasing our overallsample away from ometary meteoroids. However, forsome analyses, short duration events are removed at alater analyses stage as these tend to be the least a-urate given their typially small number of measuredpoints.Figure 6 shows the magnitude distribution of a sele-tion of fully redued events during 2008�2009 manuallyredued to mid-2009. Our e�etive apparent magni-tude uto� for multi-station events is near −3. Morethan 90% of all our events have pre-atmospheri massesbetween 0.1 � 10 g.Despite the network having not been designed for



WGN, the Journal of the IMO 38:1 (2010) 29meteorite-�reball reovery observations, over the lastthree years at least six events have been deteted whihhad a non-negligible end mass. Table 2 summarizesthese potential meteorite-produing events. Unfortu-nately, given the network's loation near the GreatLakes, many of these objets have endpoints over thelakes and hene are not reoverable. Figure 7 shows theground paths and probable fall areas for these potentialsmall meteorite-produing �reballs.4 Future WorkThe bulk of the analysis work for the all sky network isfoused on ross-omparisons with other sensor suites.Some initial omparisons between radar and infrasoni-ally observed meteor events have already begun, butmore detailed analysis together with entry model pre-ditions are now underway. We also expet to use thegrowing database to examine the relationship betweenthe apparent strength of ablating meteoroids and theirorbital harateristis � a topi whih has reeivedmuh better attention at larger sizes. Finally, with rou-tine monitoring we hope to be able to doument futureshower outbursts rih in brighter meteors, suh as the2009 Perseids where over 200 multi-station orbits wereautomatially reorded on the night of Aug 13, 2009alone.AknowledgementsWe thank Z. Cepleha, J. Borovi£ka and P. Spurný forproviding software used for our analyses and generalguidane in redution proedures. The NASA Mete-oroid Environment O�e has provided funding for thise�ort.ReferenesBorovi£ka J. (1990). �The omparison of two meth-ods of determining meteor trajetories from pho-tographs�. Bull. Astr. Inst. Czehosl., 41, 391�396.Borovi£ka J., Spurný P., and Kelikova J. (1995). �Anew positional astrometri method for all-sky am-eras�. Astronomy and Astrophysis Supplement,112, 173�178.Cepleha Z. (1987). �Geometri, dynami, orbital andphotometri data on meteoroids from photographi�reball networks�. Bull. Astr. Inst. Czehosl., 38,222�234.Cepleha Z. and Rajhl J. (1965). �Programme of �re-ball photography in Czehoslovakia�. Bull. Astr.Inst. Czehosl., 12, 15�22.Halliday I. (1973). �Photographi Fireball Networks�.In Hemenway C. L., Millman P. M., and CookA. F., editors, Evolutionary and Physial Proper-ties of Meteoroids, NASA SP-319. NASA, Wash-ington, D.C.
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Table 1 � An example of automated output from the ASGARD system.date time : : vel beg end : sr-------------------+----------------------+------------------+------+ 20080801 04:22:20 : -- -- -- 04 05 06 07 : 24.0 90.0 77.9 : CAP+ 20080801 04:39:47 : -- -- -- 04 -- -- 07 : 53.5 98.7 93.4 : ...+ 20080801 04:46:48 : -- -- 03 -- 05 -- -- : 66.5 95.7 87.9 : ...+ 20080801 04:58:14 : -- -- 03 -- 05 06 -- : 56.2 99.8 87.1 : ...+ 20080801 05:53:39 : -- 02 -- 04 05 06 07 : 46.6 85.2 76.1 : ...+ 20080801 06:09:32 : -- 02 -- 04 05 06 07 : .... ..... ..... : ...+ 20080801 06:18:50 : -- -- -- -- 05 06 07 : 53.2 102.3 83.0 : ...+ 20080801 06:25:06 : -- -- 03 04 05 06 -- : 34.1 92.9 82.2 : ...+ 20080801 06:28:03 : -- -- -- 04 05 -- 07 : 16.8 147.8 75.4 : ...+ 20080801 06:43:08 : -- -- -- -- 05 06 07 : 41.4 91.0 85.7 : SDA+ 20080801 06:54:30 : -- -- -- 04 05 06 07 : .... ..... ..... : ...+ 20080801 08:05:27 : -- -- -- -- 05 06 -- : 60.3 104.5 98.8 : PER+ 20080801 08:19:30 : 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 : 67.8 109.0 82.0 : ...+ 20080801 08:21:58 : -- 02 -- 04 -- -- -- : .... ..... ..... : ...+ 20080801 08:23:06 : -- 02 -- 04 05 06 07 : 37.4 91.5 83.5 : ...+ 20080801 08:50:39 : -- 02 03 04 -- 06 -- : 66.7 107.5 98.6 : ...CAP : alpha_CapriornidsSDA : Southern_Delta_AquariidsPER : Perseids

Table 2 � Details for six probable meteorite falls from 2006 � 2009. The initial veloity, peak magnitude, photometrimass, end height, duration and dynami mass at the end height are given. The estimated PE value and �reball type arealso shown. SOMN# V∞ Mmax MassP HEND Dur MassD PE Typeyyyymmdd km/s P.mag. kg km se kg20060305 18.65 −9.7 11.6 35.5 2.90 0.3 −4.75 H20060405 15.18 −6.9 6.8 28.2 3.77 � −4.32 I*20061123 23.36 < −13.7 > 146 < 39.9 > 2.83 � � �20080306 19.66 −11.2 75 24.5 5.00 0.6 −4.37 I20080314 19.9 −8.6 > 4.4 < 34.5 > 2.72 0.8 −4.62 H20080325 13.82 −7.9 14.8 32.4 5.67 1.0 −4.77 H



WGN, the Journal of the IMO 38:1 (2010) 31Geminids ZHR ativity pro�les as a funtion of magnitudeShigeo Uhiyama 1The ativity pro�les of ZHRs per magnitude lass of the Geminids were derived from the Visual MeteorDatabase (VMDB) of the IMO. The maximum solar longitude, Lmax, depends on the magnitude lass
m, aording to the equation Lmax = 262 .◦328(±0 .◦033) − 0 .◦055(±0 .◦014)m (eq. J2000.0). The pro�lewidths of the brighter lasses are narrower. The relationship between the FWHM and magnitude lass is
FWHM = 1.347(±0.046) + 0.119(±0.018)m (in units of degrees). Then the pro�le of the population index wasobtained from these equations.Reeived 2009 August 201 IntrodutionThe Poynting�Robertson e�et (hereafter P�R e�et)auses the orbital speeds and semi-major axes of thedust grains to derease with time (Wyatt & Whipple,1950). Sine smaller dust grains are more a�eted bythe P�R e�et than larger grains, many small dustgrains will be perturbed onto orbits interior to theshower while large grains remain outside. The P�R ef-fet strongly a�ets dust grains whih have a small per-ihelion distane q and small revolution period P . Sinethe orbit of the Geminids has a small perihelion dis-tane (q ∼ 0.14 AU) and short period (P ∼ 1.6 yr), theP�R e�et has signi�antly in�uened the Geminids.The Earth approahes the Geminids from the insideboundary of the shower orbit and ontinues throughto the outside. Thus the population index of the Gem-inids varies from large to small at near maximum a-tivity (Rendtel, 2004). This paper presents the alu-lated ZHRs per magnitude lass, ZHRm, of the Gemi-nids from the IMO's Visual Meteor Database (VMDB),and as well as the dependenes of the maximum solarlongitude and ativity width on the meteor magnitude.2 ZHRs per magnitude lasses, ZHRmZHRs per magnitude lass, ZHRm, are alulated foreah magnitude lass by IMO standard formula exeptfor the limiting magnitude orretion.

ZHR =

∑
nm,i + 1
∑

Ci

C =
Teff sin(hR)

PmFThe Pm is a limiting magnitude orretion derived byomparing observations at a dark site and at a site af-feted by light pollution. At both loations very brightmeteor numbers are almost the same though faint me-teor numbers are very di�erent. Therefore, the Pmvaries with meteor magnitude and limiting magnitude.Pereption oe�ients (Koshak and Rendtel, 1990a;Koshak and Rendtel, 1990b) are used for the limitingmagnitude orretions. The pereption oe�ients aredetermined for di�erent values of the di�erene betweenmeteor and limiting magnitudes (Figure 1). Limiting1453 Kashiwa, Kashiwa ity, Chiba pref., Japan.Email: uhiyama�nms.gr.jpIMO bibode WGN-381-uhiyama-geminidsNASA-ADS bibode 2010JIMO...38...31U

Figure 1 � Pereption oe�ients as a funtion of the dif-ferene between meteor magnitude and mean limiting mag-nitude.magnitude orretion Pm is determined by
Pm =

P6.5,m

PLm,mWhere P6.5,m and PLm,m are pereption oe�ientsof meteor magnitude m under the limiting magnitude6.5 and Lm, respetively. For example, when the limit-ing magnitude is 5.8 and the meteor magnitude is 3, thepereption oe�ient is 0.20. When the limiting mag-nitude is 6.5, pereption oe�ient of magnitude 3 is0.37. Sine ZHR is at limiting magnitude 6.5, the or-retion fator Pm for the limiting magnitude orretionis 0.37/0.20 = 1.85.3 DataThe VMDB on the IMO Web page (www.imo.net) on-tains a large number of visual meteor observation datawith rates and magnitude distributions. Magnitudedata were used to derive ZHRm. The magnitude datain the VMDB does not ontain the e�etive observationtime Teff and the �eld obstrution fator F , althoughthey are needed to alulate the ZHRm. Rate data wereompared with the magnitude data, and added the Teffand the F to the magnitude data. I seleted the data toderive ZHRm of the Geminids with following riteria; 1)Moon light pollution was small, i.e., 1993, 1996, 1998,1999, 2001, 2002, 2004, 2007; 2) the limiting magnitudewas fainter than 5.0; 3) the �eld obstrution fator F
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Figure 2 � ZHR pro�le of the Geminids. The ZHRs werealulated with assumed population index r = 2.0, and wereused as standard numbers to derive personal oe�ients.was less than 1.4; 4) the radiant height was over 25 de-grees; and 5) the observation period, from the begin toend, was less than 2 hours. The total number of Gem-inid meteors analyzed were 72 421 in 1244.2 hours oftotal e�etive observation time.4 Analysis4.1 Personal Coe�ientEah observer has a personal oe�ient. When analy-sis is done without personal oe�ients, the result maybe skewed due to di�erent pereptions of eah observer.Therefore, we need to obtain personal oe�ients forthe observers. Standard meteor numbers are neededto derive personal oe�ients. Although sporadi me-teor numbers are used as the standard meteor num-bers in many ases, sporadi meteor numbers are smalland have poorer statistis. The Geminid ZHR pro�lewas used as standard meteor numbers to alulate per-sonal oe�ients in this work. Thus the Geminid ZHRpro�le was derived �rst. The alulation formula to ob-tain ZHRs is the IMO standard proedure with assumedpopulation index r = 2.0. Figure 2 shows the pro�le.Jenniskens et al. (2000) showed that a Lorentz pro-�le �ts 1999 Leonids storm pro�le. The formula of aLorentz pro�le is:
ZHR = ZHRmax

(W/2)2

(T − Tmax)2 + (W/2)2Sine a Lorentz pro�le is symmetri and the Gemi-nid pro�le is asymmetri, the half-width W/2 was trans-lated into two values, Wa for asending branhes and
Wd for desending branhes. The Lorentz pro�le �t-ted to the Geminid pro�le was obtained by a weightedleast square method, and is also shown in Figure 2. Theweighting was proportional to the inverse error. Usingthe Lorentz pro�le as the standard number at the so-lar longitude, the personal oe�ients were alulatedas orretions of the limiting magnitude dLm for allobservers (r = 2.0 was assumed). For observers whoreorded many observations, the personal oe�ientsof all observations were averaged. Observations by ob-servers whose absolute personal oe�ients |dLm| aregreater than magnitude 1.0 were omitted.

4.2 Analysis StepsAlthough one may think that the data should be ana-lyzed in eah year, all eight years of data were analyzedtogether. The reasons are that; 1) a large amount ofdata are needed to alulate ZHRs per magnitude lasssine observed meteor numbers are divided into eahmagnitude lass; and 2) observation gaps exist in anyone years data due to longitude distribution of obser-vation sites and weather onditions. I have analyzedsome meteor showers from Japanese observations sine2002, and the Geminid ativities have shown small sat-ter from year to year in omparison with the Perseids orthe Quadrantids. Therefore, the analysis from all yearsdata is aeptable. The solar longitude bin size adoptedwas 0.05 degree (around 1.25 hours). Sine bright me-teor numbers are small and statistially insu�ient in0.05 degree steps, a bin size of 0.1 degree was adoptedfor magnitude −1 or brighter. When a bin of data wasinsu�ient, nearby data was added to have su�ientdata.5 ResultThe alulated ZHRm are shown in Figure 3. TheLorentz pro�les for the ZHRm were derived by a leastsquare method, and are also shown for the pro�les inFigure 3. Generally the desending branhes are steeperthan the asending branhes. The desending branhesare very steep for very bright meteors. The total ZHRmaximum orresponds to the maximums of magnitude2 or 3 meteors. The maximums of very bright meteorsshow delays of about half a day from the total ZHRmaximum. When the ZHR maximum ours in day-time, you an see about one �reball per hour the fol-lowing night. When the ZHR maximum ours duringthe nighttime you an see few �reballs the next night.ZHRm of magnitude 4 and 5 show similar ativity levelsfrom solar longitude 261 .◦5 to 262 .◦2.By �tting Lorentz pro�les, it is possible to obtainthe maximum solar longitude Lmax, asending branh
Wa, desending branhWd, full-width at half-maximumFWHM, and the maximum ZHRm, ZHRm,max, for anymagnitude. The relation between the meteor magnitudelass m and the maximum solar longitudes is shown inFigure 4, and the relations between the meteor magni-tude lass and the asending branhes Wa, desendingbranhes Wd, full-width at half maximum FWHM areshown in Figure 5. The �gures show that the brightermeteors have later maximum solar longitudes and nar-rower ativity widths. The derived relations betweenthem, assuming a linear relationship, are as followed;

Lmax = 262 .◦328(±0 .◦033)− 0 .◦055(±0 .◦014)m (1)
Wa = 0 .◦956(±0 .◦045) + 0 .◦088(±0 .◦016)m (2)
Wd = 0 .◦390(±0 .◦030) + 0 .◦029(±0 .◦013)m (3)

FWHM = 1 .◦347(±0 .◦046) + 0 .◦119(±0 .◦018)m (4)The units of these values are degrees exept for m whihis magnitude. The solar longitude is in J2000.0. With
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Figure 3 � ZHRs per magnitude lass ZHRm of the Geminids. The solid lines show �tted Lorentz pro�les. The dottedlines show ZHR shapes with onversion ZHR maximum to the ZHRm maximum for omparison with shapes of ZHRm.The horizontal axes are solar longitude (J2000.0).
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Figure 3 � Continued.

Figure 4 � Maximum solar longitude Lmax versus meteormagnitude.pereption oe�ients and ZHRm,max, the true meteornumber ZHRmax of magnitude lasses ZHRt,m,max werealulated. They �t a regression line well (Figure 6).The derived relation between m and ZHRt,m,max is
ZHRt,m,max = 8.96(±0.40)× 2.084(±0.045)m (5)6 The pro�le of the population indexUsing equations (1) to (5), ZHRt,m at any solar longi-tude an be alulated. Then the population indies

Figure 5 � Width versus meteor magnitude. FWHM areFull Width at Half Maximum, Wa and Wd are half width ofasending branhes and desending branhes respetively.

Figure 6 � True meteor number ZHR per magnitude lassat maximum ZHRt,m,max versus meteor magnitude. They�t a regression line well.were obtained by regression method. The pro�le isshown in Figure 7 (�lled irles). The minimum ofthe population index is 1.92±0.04 at solar longitude
262 .◦6. This oinides with the maximum of magni-tude −5. Sine bright meteor ativities fall steeply af-ter their maximum, the population index goes up againafter the minimum. The population index pro�le inRendtel (2004) is also shown in Figure 7 (open trian-gles). He derived the pro�le from moonless returns ofthe Geminids between 1988 and 1997. The pro�le or-responds to the one in this work well.If the P�R e�et had no a�et on the Geminids, allmagnitude meteors would have same maximum time.In that ase, the population index at the ZHR max-imum would be 2.08±0.05 from equation (5). Sinebrighter meteors show shorter pro�le widths, the to-tal numbers of meteoroids per magnitude lasses of theshower are not proportional to the ZHRt,m,max, but areproportional to the FWHM times the ZHRt,m,max. Theaveraged population index of the Geminids during thewhole ativity period an be alulated as 2.28.



WGN, the Journal of the IMO 38:1 (2010) 35Table 1 � Comparison with other work's maximum solar longitude Lmax that are expressed by equations Lmax = L0 +

Am + Bm2. Here m means meteor magnitude. Solar longitudes are onverted in J2000.0.method L0 A BMIntosh & �imek (1980) radar 262 .◦0 −0 .◦135�imek et al. (1982) radar 261 .◦99 −0 .◦118�imek & MIntosh (1989) radar 262 .◦04 −0 .◦11Peina & �imek (1999) radar 262 .◦15 ± 0 .◦07 −0 .◦15 ± 0 .◦07 −0 .◦04 ± 0 .◦02Spalding (1984) visual 262 .◦25 ± 0 .◦05 −0 .◦078 ± 0 .◦025This work visual 262 .◦328 ± 0 .◦033 −0 .◦055 ± 0 .◦014

Figure 7 � Pro�le of the population index of the Geminids.The pro�le was obtained using the equations (1) to (5) (�lledirles). Open triangles show population index by Rendtel(2004). He derived the pro�le from moonless returns of theGeminids between 1988 and 1997.7 Comparison with other worksSeveral studies onerning the maximum times and theativity widths as a funtion of dust grain sizes of theGeminids have been onduted by radar and visual ob-servations (Tables 1 and 2). They showed that largermeteoroids have later maximum times even though thepublished times show some satter. In omparison withthese radar observations, the visual observations showthat the L0 (maximum solar longitude of magnitude0) are late and the A (hange rates with magnitude)are small. Although the W0 (FWHM of magnitude 0)of radar observations orrespond to that of visual, the
C (hange rate with magnitude) of radar observationsis large. These radar data used radio magnitude Mr.These results indiate that the radio magnitude do notorrespond to visual magnitude well.8 ConlusionZHRs per magnitude lass ZHRm of the Geminids werederived from VMDB available at the IMO website. Thepro�les show that brighter meteors have later maximumand narrower width. The relations are

Lmax = 262 .◦328(±0 .◦033)− 0 .◦055(±0 .◦014)m (6)
FWHM = 1 .◦347(±0 .◦046) + 0 .◦119(±0 .◦018)m (7)The units of these values are degrees exept for mwhih is magnitude. The solar longitude is in J2000.0.The pro�le of the population index was also obtainedand shows a minimum of 1.92±0.04 at solar longitude

262 .◦6.

Table 2 � Comparison with other work's FWHM that areexpressed by equations FWHM=W0 + Cm.method W0 C�imek & MIntosh radar 1 .◦36 +0 .◦42(1989)This work visual 1 .◦347 ± 0 .◦046 +0 .◦119ReferenesJenniskens P., Crawford C., and Butow S. (2000). �Su-essful hybrid approah to visual and video obser-vations of the 1999 Leonid storm�. WGN, Journalof the IMO, 28, 58�63.Koshak R. and Rendtel J. (1990a). �Determinationof spatial number density and mass index from vi-sual meteor observation (I)�. WGN, Journal of theIMO, 18, 44�58.Koshak R. and Rendtel J. (1990b). �Determinationof spatial number density and mass index from vi-sual meteor observation (II)�. WGN, Journal of theIMO, 18, 119�140.MIntosh B. A. and �imek M. (1980). �Geminid meteorstream: Struture from 20 years of radar observa-tions�. Bull. Astron. Inst. Czehosl., 31, 39�50.Peina P. and �imek M. (1999). �Analysis of the Gem-inid meteor stream, 1958�1997, from radar obser-vations�. Astron. & Astrophys., 344, 991�1000.Rendtel J. (2004). �Almost 50 years of visual Geminidobservations�. WGN, Journal of the IMO, 32, 57�59.Spalding G. H. (1984). �The time of Geminid maxi-mum as a funtion of visual meteor magnitude�. J.British Astron. Asso, 94, 109�112.�imek M., Chebotarev R. P., Isamutdinov S. O., PeinaP., and Znojil V. (1982). �Geminid meteor showeras observed on the long base�. Bull. Astron. Inst.Czehosl., 33, 349�358.�imek M. and MIntosh B. A. (1989). �Geminid me-teor stream: Ativity as a funtion of partile size�.Bull. Astron. Inst. Czehosl, 40, 288�298.Wyatt S. P. and Whipple F. L. (1950). �The Poynting�Robertson e�et on meteor orbits�. Astrophys. J.,111, 134�141.Handling Editor: John Correira



36 WGN, the Journal of the IMO 38:1 (2010)Preliminary resultsResults of the IMO Video Meteor Network � November 2009Sirko Molau 1 and Javor Ka 2Despite the poor weather, 23 observers operating 38 video ameras ould over all nights of November 2009with video meteor observations. About 2 200 hours of video observations were made in whih more than 10 000meteors were reorded. The Leonids were overed well despite unfavorable timing of the outburst. The ativitypro�le of the Leonids is presented, with a detailed analysis of the desending branh pro�le. The appearane ofapparently slow meteors from radiants lose to the Apex area, appearing around Solar longitudes 235◦ to 236◦is also disussed.Reeived 2010 January 151 IntrodutionThe observing onditions deteriorated signi�antly inNovember after the weather had been highly ooper-ative for three months in a row. In partiular southEuropean observing sites, whih where privileged so far,enjoyed only a few lear nights, whereas the weather wasstill aeptable at the more northern loations. Besidethe two Amerian observers who enjoyed perfet ondi-tions again, there were only three ameras with twentyor more observing nights. In partiular, the �rst partof the month was poor. Weather improved in the se-ond ten days of the month just in time for the Leonids,but towards the end of the month the situation beameworse again. Thanks to the large number of ameras,we still olleted over 2 200 hours of e�etive observingtime and 10 000 meteors (Table 1 and Figure 1).2 LeonidsThe Leonids were one more the highlight of November.The preditions from di�erent researhers promisedZHRs beyond 150 in the night of November 17/18(MBeath, 2009; Vaubaillon, 2009; Maslov, 2009; Lyyti-nen & Nissinen, 2009). The peak was on�rmed by thepreliminary IMO analysis of visual observations (Inter-national Meteor Organization, 2009). A ZHR of almost100 was reahed at 20h UT on November 17 � too earlyfor the European video observers. The rate droppedto 40 until midnight with two minor peaks at 23h and
01h UT.Figure 2 gives the omplete Leonid ativity pro-�le from our November video data. For eah night,the number of Leonids was divided by the number ofsporadi meteors and averaged over all ameras. FirstLeonid ativity ourred on November 10. As expeted,peak ativity was deteted in the night of November17/18 � the only night when more Leonids were re-orded than sporadis. Thereafter, the ativity delinedrapidly and around November 22 the shower was essen-tially gone.1Abenstalstr. 13b, 84072 Seysdorf, Germany.Email: sirko�molau.de2Na Ajdov hrib 24, 2310 Slovenska Bistria, Slovenia.Email: javor.ka�orion-drustvo.siIMO bibode WGN-381-molau-vidnovNASA-ADS bibode 2010JIMO...38...36M

Figure 1 � Monthly summary for the e�etive observing time(solid blak line), number of meteors (dashed gray line) andnumber of ameras ative (bars) in 2009 November.Figure 3 shows the detailed pro�le from the morn-ing of November 18. Here, a subset of 17 ameras wasseleted that enjoyed lear skies for a longer period oftime. The number of Leonids was ounted in half hourintervals and orreted for the radiant altitude. Un-fortunately, only the time interval 00h30m�05h00m UTould be reasonably overed, i.e. after the peak. Dur-ing that time, the Leonid ativity drops slowly. Foromparison, the preliminary visual pro�le is overlayed,whih shows the same trend. That is about all we anread out of the video data.3 Slowish meteors around ApexFinally, we would like to disuss an interesting phe-nomenon. When reading our reent meteor shower anal-ysis (Molau & Rendtel, 2009), the Japanese video ob-server SonotaCo stumbled over two strange points inthe radiant plot. The �gure that shows the di�erenebetween the eliptial longitude of the radiant and the
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Figure 2 � Ativity pro�le of the Leonids in 2009 November.

Figure 3 � Detailed ativity pro�le of the Leonids from themorning of 2009 November 18 (bars). The preliminary vi-sual ZHR pro�le of IMO is shown as a line.solar longitude against the eliptial latitude (Figure 4),has a onentration of Apex radiants at about 270 de-grees. For geometri reasons they are of high veloity,whih is why they are mainly plotted in purple. How-ever, there are also two single yellow dots (Figure 5), i.e.two relatively strong radiants with a signi�antly lowerveloity.A detailed analysis revealed that these two radiantsourred at solar longitudes 236◦ and 237◦ with a posi-tion of α = 161◦, δ = 16◦�17◦ and a veloity of 52 km/s.The radiant was the third strongest soure in both inter-vals (1 200 meteors in total) omparable to the Northernand Southern Taurids. The temporal proximity and theposition only a few degrees away from the Leonid ra-diant suggested these to be artifats from the Leonids.But how should they arise?Our �rst suspiion was, that one amera was inor-retly alibrated during the Leonid storms.Spot heks revealed, however, that the meteors be-longing to these radiants were reorded in di�erent yearsby di�erent ameras. Remarkably, many of them amefrom image-intensi�ed ameras (no wonder given thatthese provided the majority of data from the Leonidstorms) and ourred near the edges of �eld of view.Larger position and veloity errors are expeted there,beause the image distortion of intensi�ers is muhstronger at the edges. But why should these meteorsform a distint pseudo radiant instead of random sat-ter around the Leonid radiant? A few meteors ourred

Figure 4 � Radiant plot from the omprehensive IMO me-teor shower analysis (Molau & Rendtel, 2009). The x-axisrepresents the di�erene between the eliptial radiant lon-gitude and the solar longitude, the y-axis the eliptial lat-itude of the radiant. The radiant veloity is oded by olorand the strength by intensity.

Figure 5 � Magni�ation from Figure 4 with two unusualradiants in the Apex region.in line with the original and the �pseudo� Leonid radi-ant, but there were also high quality meteors (near theenter of �eld of view, many frames, good astrometry)showing a lear veloity deviation (about 10% relative)ompared to the Leonids.Thus, given the urrent state of a�airs, these twospots are most likely a Leonid artifat, but we have noexplanation for their origin.ReferenesInternational Meteor Organization (2009).�Leonids 2009: visual data quiklook�.http://www.imo.net/live/leonids2009 .Lyytinen E. and Nissinen M. (2009). �Preditions forthe 2009 Leonids from a tehnially dense model�.WGN, Journal of the IMO, 37:4, 122�4.



38 WGN, the Journal of the IMO 38:1 (2010)Table 1 � Observers ontributing to November 2009 data of the IMO Video Meteor Network.Code Name Plae Camera FOV LM Nights Time (h) MeteorsBENOR Benitez-S. Las Palmas TIMES4 (1.4/50) ⊘ 20
◦ 3 mag 12 33.5 116TIMES5 (0.95/50) ⊘ 10
◦ 3 mag 19 37.2 96BRIBE Brinkmann Herne HERMINE (0.8/6) ⊘ 55
◦ 3 mag 19 53.4 327CASFL Castellani Monte Baldo BMH1 (0.8/6) ⊘ 55
◦ 3 mag 16 94.8 296BMH2 (0.8/6) ⊘ 55
◦ 3 mag 15 100.7 392CRIST Crivello Valbrevenna C3P8 (0.8/3.8) ⊘ 80
◦ 3 mag 14 102.8 537STG38 (0.8/3.8) ⊘ 80
◦ 3 mag 12 18.5 34ELTMA Eltri Venezia MET38 (0.8/3.8) ⊘ 80
◦ 3 mag 5 23.9 83GONRU Gonalves Tomar TEMPLAR1 (0.8/6) ⊘ 55
◦ 3 mag 9 31.3 141TEMPLAR2 (0.8/6) ⊘ 55
◦ 3 mag 15 50.8 199GOVMI Govedi£ Sredi²£e ORION2 (0.8/8) ⊘ 42
◦ 4 mag 14 85.0 457ob DraviHERCA Hergenrother Tuson SALSA (1.2/4) ⊘ 80
◦ 3 mag 26 127.7 439SALSA2 (1.2/4) ⊘ 80
◦ 3 mag 25 155.1 643HINWO Hinz Brannenburg AKM2 (0.85/25) ⊘ 32
◦ 6 mag 13 73.0 348IGAAN Igaz Budapest HUBAJ (0.8/3.8) ⊘ 80
◦ 3 mag 12 47.3 294JOBKL Jobse Oostkapelle BETSY2 (1.2/85) ⊘ 25
◦ 7 mag 10 65.8 616KACJA Ka Kostanjeve METKA (0.8/8) ⊘ 42
◦ 4 mag 10 67.9 231Ljubljana ORION1 (0.8/8) ⊘ 42
◦ 4 mag 13 43.0 105Kamnik STEFKA (0.8/3.8) ⊘ 80
◦ 3 mag 5 13.2 38KOSDE Koshny Noord- TEC1 (1.4/12) ⊘ 30
◦ 4 mag 8 30.6 81wijkerhout TRON1 (1.4/12.5) ⊘ 30
◦ 3 mag 3 6.2 13LUNRO Lunsford Chula Vista BOCAM (1.4/50) ⊘ 60
◦ 6 mag 23 166.9 1 019MOLSI Molau Seysdorf AVIS2 (1.4/50) ⊘ 60
◦ 6 mag 11 68.0 793MINCAM1 (0.8/8) ⊘ 42
◦ 4 mag 22 134.3 655Ketzür REMO1 (0.8/3.8) ⊘ 80
◦ 3 mag 20 70.8 325REMO2 (0.8/3.8) ⊘ 80
◦ 3 mag 16 66.2 296OCHPA Ohner Albiano ALBIANO (1.2/4.5) ⊘ 68
◦ 3 mag 16 89.1 363SCHHA Shremmer Niederkrühten DORAEMON (0.8/3.8) ⊘ 80
◦ 3 mag 22 68.8 272SLAST Slave Ljubljana KAYAK1 (1.8/28) ⊘ 50
◦ 4 mag 10 63.2 292STOEN Stomeo Sorze MIN38 (0.8/3.8) ⊘ 80
◦ 3 mag 8 43.4 229NOA38 (0.8/3.8) ⊘ 80
◦ 3 mag 9 30.6 112SCO38 (0.8/3.8) ⊘ 80
◦ 3 mag 8 40.3 227STORO Stork Ondrejov OND1 (1.4/50) ⊘ 55
◦ 6 mag 1 3.2 34STRJO Strunk Herford MINCAM2 (0.8/6) ⊘ 55
◦ 3 mag 13 27.5 107MINCAM3 (0.8/8) ⊘ 42
◦ 4 mag 4 7.2 21MINCAM5 (0.8/6) ⊘ 55
◦ 3 mag 8 26.0 144TEPIS Teplizky Budapest HUMOB (0.8/3.8) ⊘ 80
◦ 3 mag 6 23.9 93YRJIL Yrjölä Kuusankoski FINEXCAM (0.8/6) ⊘ 55
◦ 3 mag 5 20.7 78Overall 30 2 211.8 10 546Maslov M. (2009). �Leonids 2009�2010: preditionof ativity�. http://feraj.narod.ru/Radiants/Preditions/Leonids2009eng.html .MBeath A., editor (2009). 2009 Meteor Shower Cal-endar. International Meteor Organization.Molau S. and Rendtel J. (2009). �A omprehensive listof meteor showers obtained from 10 years of ob-servations with the IMO Video Meteor Network�.WGN, Journal of the IMO, 37:4, 98�121.Vaubaillon J. (2009). �2009 Leonids�.http://www.ime.fr/langues/en/ephemerides/phenomenes/meteor/DATABASE/Leonids/2009/index.php .Handling Editor: Javor Ka



WGN, the Journal of the IMO 38:1 (2010) 39Results of the IMO Video Meteor Network � Deember 2009Sirko Molau 1 and Javor Ka 2The weather in 2009 Deember was poor again. Nonetheless, 23 observers operating 38 video ameras overedall nights. The Network's ameras operated for more than 2 300 hours and reorded almost 14 000 meteors. TheGeminids ativity pro�le is presented, as well as a high-resolution pro�le from Deember 13/14. The annualoverview of the IMO Video Meteor Network's statistis for 2009 is also presented.Reeived 2010 February 81 IntrodutionIn Deember 2009 the weather was little o-operativewith the observers. Towards the middle of the month,skies leared at many sites and allowed a few Geminidsto be aught, but before and after that many observerswaited unsuessfully for lear skies. Partiularly poorwas the situation at the end of the month. On Deember21, 29 and 31 we olleted less than 10 observing hoursand 20 meteors. Our break-free observing series thatstarted in mid 2007 ame almost to an end. Still, weolleted over 2 300 hours of e�etive observing timeand almost 14 000 meteors (Figure 1 and Table 4).

Figure 1 � Monthly summary for the e�etive observing time(solid blak line), number of meteors (dashed gray line) andnumber of ameras ative (bars) in 2009 Deember.2 GeminidsA loser look at the Geminds ativity (Figure 2) showsthe long-term ativity pro�le between Deember 4 and16. As usual, the number of shower meteors was divided1Abenstalstr. 13b, 84072 Seysdorf, Germany.Email: sirko�molau.de2Na Ajdov hrib 24, 2310 Slovenska Bistria, Slovenia.Email: javor.ka�orion-drustvo.siIMO bibode WGN-381-molau-viddeNASA-ADS bibode 2010JIMO...38...39M

by the number of sporadis per night and averaged overall ameras. The well-known fat that the Geminid a-tivity pro�le has a soft slope towards the maximum, buta steep derease thereafter, was on�rmed again.Highest ativity was reported in the night of De-ember 13/14. Five ameras, (Albiano, Doraemon,Finexam, Templar1 and Templar2) enjoyed al-most loud-free skies that night. In the detailed analy-sis (Figure 3), the number of Geminids was determinedin half-hour intervals, orreted by the radiant altitude,and averaged over all �ve ameras. The resulting pro�leis non-obvious: The ativity rises in the early evening,then remains at a high level with signi�ant dips at
21h, 23h and 03h UT. The preliminary IMO ZHR pro�lefrom visual observations (International Meteor Organi-zation, 2010) is plotted for omparison. In the visualativity prodile, the overall rate remains at a high levelas well. Similarly to the video pro�le, the early hoursshow a rise in ativity and a dip around 03h UT. Dips at

Figure 2 � Ativity pro�le of the Geminids in 2009 Deem-ber.

Figure 3 � Detailed ativity pro�le of the Geminids on 2009Deember 13/14 (bars). The preliminary visual ZHR pro�lefrom the IMO (2010) is shown as a line.
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21h, 23h present in the video results are not on�rmedby the visual data.3 2009 statistisFinally the overall statistis of 2009: Thanks to the on-tinuing growth of the IMO Video Meteor Network andthree months with partiularly good observing ondi-tions (August�Otober), we ahieved several observingreords as reported earlier (Molau & Ka, 2009a; Molau& Ka, 2009d; Molau & Ka, 2009). The overall resultwas also better that in any other year before. In theourse of 2009, 24 observers (2008: 24) from 10 oun-tries (2008: 10) ontributed with a total of 43 amerasystems (2008: 37) to the IMO network. Most am-eras are loated in Central Europe as before, but thereare also three systems in the USA. Almost all amerasare automated by now. There was hardly any observerwho ontributed data in only seleted nights, and eahobserver reorded at least a thousand meteors.As in the previous year (Molau & Ka, 2009b), wemanaged to reord meteors in any given night. The ef-fetive observing time inreased by 40% to over 32 000hours (2008: 23 000) and the number of meteors byeven 50% to over 138 000 (2008: 92 000). Hene, thee�ieny of the amera systems also inreased slightlyto an average of 4.3 meteors per hour (2008: 4.0). TheItalian observers had a partiular share in those results,as will be reported later.Looking at the distribution of observations over theyear, the months August to Otober are partiularlypresent with 3 900 to 4 500 observing hours. From Julyon, we reorded more than 10 000 meteors in all months;the absolute maximum was reahed in August with morethan 30 000 meteors. Least observations were obtainedin February and June. Table 1 lists the distribution ofobservations over the individual months.The number of observers with 200 and more observ-ing nights almost doubled in 2009 to 11 (2008: 6). Onemore, Sirko Molau was on top of the list with 324 nights,8 less than in the year before. Carl Hergenrother barelymissed the 300 nights, and he was followed by StefanoCrivello, Rui Gonalves and Bernd Brinkmann. EnrioStomeo ranked �only� seventh with 231 nights, but healmost made it to the top with respet to the numberof reorded meteors. In the end, he fell just 6% or 1 300meteors short of Sirko Molau, who has been leading thestatistis sine 2003. That is in partiular surprisinggiven that Enrio operated one amera less and all ofhis ameras run without an image intensi�er. The se-ret of his suess are the perfet weather onditions andthe amazing sensitivity of his Mintron ameras. Min38and So38 yielded an average of 5.8 and 6.8 meteorsper hour, respetively, whih is not too distant from themost sensitive intensi�ed amera systems Avis2 (11.5)and Betsy2 (8.4). Stefano Crivello got an inredibleyield with his amera C3P8 as well. The details for theindividual observers are given in Table 2.The TOP 10 of the amera systems has hangedsigni�antly last year (Table 3). Thanks to the perfetobserving onditions in Tuson, Carl Hergenrother's

Salsa ranked �rst in 2009. The previously best ameraRemo2 near Berlin is only in fourth plae behind C3P8in Valbrevenna. This amera olleted most observinghours of all and missed the meteor ount of the bestintensi�ed amera (Avis2: 8471 meteors) by just 200.ReferenesInternational Meteor Organization (2010).�Geminids 2009: visual data quiklook�.http://www.imo.net/live/geminids2009 .Molau S. and Ka J. (2009a). �Results of the IMO VideoMeteor Network � August 2009�. WGN, Journal ofthe IMO, 37:5, 168�170.Molau S. and Ka J. (2009b). �Results of the IMO VideoMeteor Network � Deember 2008�. WGN, Journalof the IMO, 37:1, 43�47.Molau S. and Ka J. (2009). �Results of the IMO VideoMeteor Network � Otober 2009�. WGN, Journalof the IMO, 37:6, 188�190.Molau S. and Ka J. (2009d). �Results of the IMOVideo Meteor Network � September 2009�. WGN,Journal of the IMO, 37:6, 185�187.Handling Editor: Javor Ka

Figure 4 � This bright Geminid �reball (maximum mag-nitude about −8) was aptured on 2009 Deember 14 at
21

h
10

m UT by the IMO Video Meteor Network ameraMin38 from Sorze (near Venie), Italy.Photo ourtesy: Enrio Stomeo.



WGN, the Journal of the IMO 38:1 (2010) 41Table 1 � Monthly observing statistis for the IMO Video Meteor Network in 2009.Month # Observing E�. Observing # Meteors Meteors /Nights Time [h℄ HourJanuary 31 2 559.8 9 425 3.7February 28 1 745.4 3 585 2.1Marh 31 2 126.8 4 185 2.0April 30 2 290.9 5 638 2.5May 31 2 015.0 4 771 2.4June 30 1 488.6 3 795 2.5July 31 2 788.1 13 795 4.9August 31 4 523.8 30 717 6.8September 30 4 080.3 15 490 3.8Otober 31 3 895.4 22 002 5.6November 30 2 290.4 10 895 4.8Deember 31 2 339.4 13 853 5.9Overall 365 32 143.9 138 151 4.3Table 2 � Individual observer's statistis for the IMO Video Meteor Network in 2009. The number of ameras and stationsrefer to the main part of the year.Observer Country # Observing E�. Observing # Meteors Meteors / CamerasNights Time [h℄ Hour (Stations)Sirko Molau Germany 324 3 974.4 20 454 5.1 4 (2)Carl Hergenrother USA 295 2 276.7 5 956 2.6 2 (1)Stefano Crivello Italy 278 2 292.7 11 357 5.0 2 (1)Rui Gonalves Portugal 252 2 998.3 11 807 3.9 2 (1)Bernd Brinkmann Germany 247 1 033.4 4 387 4.2 1 (1)Javor Ka Slovenia 240 2 380.0 6 806 2.9 4 (3)Enrio Stomeo Italy 231 3 268.8 19 187 5.9 3 (1)Paolo Ohner Italy 229 1 236.7 4 128 3.3 1 (1)Jörg Strunk Germany 220 1 850.4 6 837 3.7 3 (1)Flavio Castellani Italy 212 2 206.5 6 563 3.0 2 (1)Robert Lunsford USA 201 1 277.9 6 750 5.3 1 (1)David Przewozny Germany 167 692.6 2 478 3.6 1 (1)Mitja Govedi£ Slovenia 158 812.9 3 781 4.7 1 (1)Stane Slave Slovenia 149 535.0 1 195 2.2 1 (1)Wolfgang Hinz Germany 144 731.8 3 012 4.1 1 (1)Ilkka Yrjölä Finland 129 750.5 3 420 4.6 1 (1)Maurizio Eltri Italy 123 749.4 3 317 4.4 1 (1)Klaas Jobse Netherlands 123 722.0 6 104 8.5 1 (1)Antal Igaz Hungary 113 662.6 2 450 3.7 1 (1)Hans Shremmer Germany 108 498.1 2 204 4.4 1 (1)Detlef Koshny Netherlands 102 384.8 1 537 4.0 2 (1)Orlando Benitez-Sanhez Spain 95 430.7 1 271 3.0 2 (1)Istvan Teplizky Hungary 49 300.2 1 183 3.9 1 (1)Rosta Stork Czeh Republi 10 77.5 1 967 25.4 2 (2)Table 3 � TOP 10 amera systems of the IMO Video Meteor Network in 2009.Camera Observing Observer # Observing E�. Observing # Meteors Meteors /Site Nights Time [h℄ HourSALSA Tuson (US) Carl Hergenrother 287 1 501.2 3 253 2.2C3P8 Valbrevenna (IT) Stefano Crivello 264 1 626.0 8 260 5.1REMO1 Ketzür (DE) Sirko Molau 258 1 108.5 3 506 3.2REMO2 Ketzür (DE) Sirko Molau 258 1 085.5 4 459 4.1HERMINE Herne (DE) Bernd Brinkmann 247 1 033.4 4 387 4.2TEMPLAR2 Tomar (PT) Rui Gonalves 246 1 432.8 4 642 3.2MINCAM1 Seysdorf (DE) Sirko Molau 242 1 046.1 4 018 3.8ALBIANO Albiano (IT) Paolo Ohner 229 1 236.7 4 128 3.3TEMPLAR1 Tomar (PT) Rui Gonalves 225 1 565.5 7 165 4.6MIN38 Sore (IT) Enrio Stomeo 217 1 356.1 7 862 5.8
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Table 4 � Observers ontributing to Deember 2009 data of the IMO Video Meteor Network.Code Name Plae Camera FOV LM Nights Time (h) MeteorsBENOR Benitez-S. Las Palmas TIMES4 (1.4/50) ⊘ 20
◦ 3 mag 7 41.0 301TIMES5 (0.95/50) ⊘ 10
◦ 3 mag 7 11.2 38BRIBE Brinkmann Herne HERMINE (0.8/6) ⊘ 55
◦ 3 mag 18 85.6 445CASFL Castellani Monte Baldo BMH1 (0.8/6) ⊘ 55
◦ 3 mag 23 142.0 524BMH2 (0.8/6) ⊘ 55
◦ 3 mag 21 145.5 699CRIST Crivello Valbrevenna C3P8 (0.8/3.8) ⊘ 80
◦ 3 mag 19 149.9 1435STG38 (0.8/3.8) ⊘ 80
◦ 3 mag 12 54.9 224ELTMA Eltri Venezia MET38 (0.8/3.8) ⊘ 80
◦ 3 mag 6 32.9 194GONRU Gonalves Tomar TEMPLAR1 (0.8/6) ⊘ 55
◦ 3 mag 8 62.2 545TEMPLAR2 (0.8/6) ⊘ 55
◦ 3 mag 14 75.0 646GOVMI Govedi£ Sredi²£e ORION2 (0.8/8) ⊘ 42
◦ 4 mag 18 54.8 193ob DraviHERCA Hergenrother Tuson SALSA (1.2/4) ⊘ 80
◦ 3 mag 27 127.3 364SALSA2 (1.2/4) ⊘ 80
◦ 3 mag 12 74.1 298HINWO Hinz Brannenburg AKM2 (0.85/25) ⊘ 32
◦ 6 mag 2 16.3 104IGAAN Igaz Budapest HUBAJ (0.8/3.8) ⊘ 80
◦ 3 mag 13 16.6 55JOBKL Jobse Oostkapelle BETSY2 (1.2/85) ⊘ 25
◦ 7 mag 10 66.5 695KACJA Ka Kostanjeve METKA (0.8/8) ⊘ 42
◦ 4 mag 1 8.0 20Ljubljana ORION1 (0.8/8) ⊘ 42
◦ 4 mag 10 16.2 42Kamnik REZIKA (0.8/6) ⊘ 55
◦ 3 mag 6 31.1 150Kamnik STEFKA (0.8/3.8) ⊘ 80
◦ 3 mag 5 29.8 141KOSDE Koshny Noord- TEC1 (1.4/12) ⊘ 30
◦ 4 mag 10 36.8 185wijkerhoutLUNRO Lunsford Chula Vista BOCAM (1.4/50) ⊘ 60
◦ 6 mag 18 127.3 590MOLSI Molau Seysdorf AVIS2 (1.4/50) ⊘ 60
◦ 6 mag 7 29.6 345MINCAM1 (0.8/8) ⊘ 42
◦ 4 mag 21 67.5 379Ketzür REMO1 (0.8/3.8) ⊘ 80
◦ 3 mag 17 41.3 108REMO2 (0.8/3.8) ⊘ 80
◦ 3 mag 13 22.6 112OCHPA Ohner Albiano ALBIANO (1.2/4.5) ⊘ 68
◦ 3 mag 25 166.3 817PRZDA Przewozny Berlin ARMEFA (0.8/6) ⊘ 55
◦ 3 mag 15 51.9 251SCHHA Shremmer Niederkrühten DORAEMON (0.8/3.8) ⊘ 80
◦ 3 mag 22 96.2 601SLAST Slave Ljubljana KAYAK1 (1.8/28) ⊘ 50
◦ 4 mag 8 25.6 92STOEN Stomeo Sorze MIN38 (0.8/3.8) ⊘ 80
◦ 3 mag 16 102.5 854NOA38 (0.8/3.8) ⊘ 80
◦ 3 mag 1 2.7 9SCO38 (0.8/3.8) ⊘ 80
◦ 3 mag 17 127.0 1 166STRJO Strunk Herford MINCAM2 (0.8/6) ⊘ 55
◦ 3 mag 15 35.5 124MINCAM3 (0.8/8) ⊘ 42
◦ 4 mag 6 12.4 47MINCAM5 (0.8/6) ⊘ 55
◦ 3 mag 10 35.7 149TEPIS Teplizky Budapest HUMOB (0.8/3.8) ⊘ 80
◦ 3 mag 3 21.4 70YRJIL Yrjölä Kuusankoski FINEXCAM (0.8/6) ⊘ 55
◦ 3 mag 10 96.2 841Overall 31 2 339.4 13 853



WGN, the Journal of the IMO 38:1 (2010) 43On the Likeness of DenningMartin Beeh 1Reprodutions of the six known photographi images of W. F. Denning are presented and their irumstanesdesribed. A ariature artoon relating to Denning's disovery of Comet C/1892 F1 is also presented, and theemergene of Denning as a popular, even ioni publi �gure is brie�y disussed.Reeived 2009 August 51 IntrodutionWilliam Frederik Denning (1848�1931) �gures promi-nently in the history of late nineteenth-entury meteorastronomy. He was an amateur observer of internationalrenown, and later in life was elebrated with many pres-tigious awards (Beeh, 1998a). His preeminene amongmeteor observers dates from the late 1890s through tothe 1920s and was fueled by an indefatigable approahto observing, a massive orrespondene of letters, andthe publiation of numerous notes and artiles in all of

Figure 1 � The earliest known formal portrait of Denning.The piture was taken by photographer J. Webb of Bristolin 1896.1Campion College, University of Regina, SaskathewanS4S 0A2, Canada.Email: martin.beeh�uregina.aIMO bibode WGN-381-beeh-denningNASA-ADS bibode 2010JIMO...38...43B

the sienti� journals and magazines of the day (Beeh,1991). Muh has been written about Denning as one ofthe Grand Amateurs of late Vitorian England (Beeh,1998a; Chapman, 1999), and he is remembered not justfor his meteor work, but for the disovery of severalomets, a new nova in Cygnus, the harting of manyfaint nebulae, and his long-running series of planetaryobservations and transit time reordings (Beeh, 1998a;Beeh, 1998b; Beeh, 1993). For all his fame, how-ever, very little is known about Denning's private lifeand early hildhood. Indeed, hardly anything is knownabout how he lived and how he made a living. The very�rst entry for the aounting �rm of Denning, Smithand Co. is ontained in the Bristol Registry for 1856,and it must have been at about this time that the Den-ning family, a young, 8-year old William in tow, moved

Figure 2 � A dapper looking Denning portrayed at his tele-sope. This photograph has an unertain date, but wasprobably taken ira 1885. Denning is shown with the 10-inh With-Browning telesope that he had purhased in1871.
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Figure 3 � Denning is shown in this image with the eles-tial globe and meteor wand that he used to reord meteorpaths with. The elestial globe was onstruted by the om-pany of John and William Cary and is urrently housed atBurlington House, forming part of the arhive of the RoyalAstronomial Soiety. The Carys were preeminent amongBritish globe makers at the turn of the 18th entury, and theglobe would have been one of Denning's prized possessions.The image is signed and dated April 1926. The globe wasdonated to the RAS by Mary Willetts (Denning's youngersister Mary Eveline Poyntz Denning�born 1856) in 1942.away from the village of Wellow (near Radstok in Som-erset) to the City of Bristol. It was at this time thatDenning's father, Isaa Poyntz Denning, set up in part-nership as an aountant. After this move, we �nd noreorded trae of Denning's life and ativities until 1868,at whih time he would have been 20-years old, andwhen he published, in the Astronomial Register (thejournal of the short-lived Observational AstronomialSoiety) his very �rst researh letter relating to obser-vations of Jupiter's satellites.Denning, as a person, is a shadowy �gure. We knowwhen and what he published and how many medals andawards he reeived in later life, but we know little ofwhat he looked like and his everyday existene. Pituresof Denning do survive, however, but most were taken inhis mid-life to twilight years.2 A gentleman observerTo the author's knowledge, only six pitures of Denningsurvive. There are probably more photographs withinvarious newspapers and magazines, but they have yetto be unearthed and identi�ed. The earliest known

Figure 4 � Image published in the Times of London news-paper for Thursday, June 11th, 1931. The felt hat and faialfeatures appear similar to those seen in Figure 3, and thephotograph may well have been taken at the same time asthat image.portrait photograph of Denning with a well-reordeddate is shown in Figure 1. The image is attributed tothe photographer J. Webb of Bristol, and was taken in1896�when Denning was 48 years old. The image wasreprodued on the inside dust-over of Denning's bookThe Great Meteori Shower of November, published in1897, and the portrait may well have been taken to il-lustrate this text. Denning sent a opy of this pitureto his long-time orrespondent Alexander Hershel, whowrote to Denning on June 14, 1896, thanking him forthe reeipt of the �very agreeable portrait of yourself�(Beeh, 1991). The piture was also used to illustrateHetor Mapherson Jr.'s biographial aount of Den-ning published in 1905 (Mapherson, 1905).What is probably the earliest image of Denning isreprodued in Figure 2. This undated �ation shot� wasmost likely taken ira 1885, when Denning would havebeen in his late thirties. The latest possible date forthe image is ira 1906, sine Denning announed atthat time he was no longer going to pursue his tele-sopi work (Beeh, 1990). The very earliest time thatthe image ould have been taken was 1871, when Den-ning purhased the telesope shown and at whih timehe would have been 23 years old. The �gure at thetelesope, however, appears muh older than someone
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Figure 5 � Partiipants attending the plaque unveiling eremony at 44 Egerton Road, Bristol, on Deember 18th, 1931. Tothe right is Dr. Henry Knox-Shaw of the Radli�e Observatory, Oxford, and the then President of the Royal AstronomialSoiety. To the left (heking his notes) is Mr. Norman Langley Denning. Closest to the window, in a rain oat, is ProfessorLennard-Jones of Bristol University, and next to him is Christine Gravely (daughter of Denning's older sister Ellen LouisaDenning). The gentleman still wearing his hat is probably Frederik Denning (Denning's younger brother, born 1850).The gentleman to the far left faing the amera is Ernst Edward Denning, and the woman faing the amera is possiblyMary Willetts.in his early 20s and hene my estimate for ira 1885.It is not lear where the photograph was taken, otherthan in the Bristol area. In the 1880 Bristol Diretory,Denning is listed as living at Tyndale House in AshleyDown (a northern suburb of Bristol). Ten years later,he is listed as living at Hanley Villa, 17 Berkeley Road,in Bishopston (lose to Ashley Down).The last known image (Figure 3) of Denning is datedApril, 1926, and shows a fragile looking man, then wellinto his late seventies, with his left hand plaed upon alarge Cary Celestial Globe and his right hand holding ameteor wand used as an aid to �x the position of mete-ors on the sky. This image of Denning was taken at his44 Egerton Road, Bishopston address�whih he movedto in 1906. A similar faial image, quite possibly takenat the same time as Figure 3, aompanied Denning'sobituary by Sir Henry Maddoks in the June 11th, 1931edition of the Times of London newspaper (Figure 4).Figure 3 is taken from the In Memoriam folder pre-sented to the partiipants at a eremony unveiling aplaque in honor of Denning at his Egerton Road ad-dress on Deember 18th, 1931 (Figure 5). Many of hislose relatives an be identi�ed in Figure 5,A seond formal portrait of Denning (Figure 6),again taken by J. Webb in Bristol, has survived and

is dated 1904. The only other known image of Den-ning was taken in August 1924. This latter pitureshows a seated, 76-year old Denning in the bakyardat 44 Egerton Road aompanied, one again, by hisCary Celestial Globe (Figure 7).3 Comet C/1892 F1(Denning) andpopular ultureFigure 8 �rst appeared in Punh magazine for April9th, 1892. The image is entitled A New Comet, andaompanies a very short note whih reads �Mr. Den-ning, whose name is well known as a omet-�nder, dis-overed a small FAINT Comet on Friday, Marh 18,at Bishopton [si℄, Bristol.�Times�. The Punh text isbased upon a short artile that appeared in the Times ofLondon newspaper for Marh 22nd. The artile reads,�Disovery of a omet. A irular from the Royal Ob-servatory, Edinburgh, says on Marh 18 at 11.8 pmMr. W. F. Denning telegraphed from Bristol as follows.`Disovered small faint omet, asension 341 deg., de-lination 59 N., motion rather quik eastwards'.� Theomet (Comet 1892b) that Denning disovered (Den-ning, 1892a; Beeh, 1998b) on Marh 18th turned outto be a long-period omet that has subsequently been
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Figure 6 � Formal portrait of Denning, again by J. Webb ofBristol, dating from 1904.assigned a slightly hyperboli orbit. Remarkably, Den-ning's omet disovery was the seond to be made onthat night. Indeed, Rudolf Spitaler at Vienna Observa-tory piked up Comet 1892 at almost the very instantthat Denning sent his telegram to Edinburgh�this lat-ter detetion was in fat the reovery of what is nowknown as periodi omet 7P/Pons-Winneke (the par-ent to the June Boötid meteor shower�an assoiation,in fat, that was �rst suggested by Denning). Therewas some initial onfusion about these two omets pro-mulgated by the Editor of Nature magazine (Denning,1892b) who added a omment to Denning's disoveryletter to the journal that �this is stated to be Winneke'somet�. Denning orretly pointed out in the next issueof the journal (Denning, 1892) that two entirely di�er-ent omets had, in fat, been observed. Denning wasawarded the 9th Donohoe Medal of the AstronomialSoiety of the Pai� for his disovery.The artoon that aompanies the Punh artile(Figure 8) onerning the new disovery is signed inthe lower left-hand orner with a stylized �ETR�, andit is aordingly attributed to Edward Tennyson Reed(1860�1933). Born in Greenwih, Edward T. Reed wasson to Sir Edward James Reed, Chief Naval Arhitetand onetime Member of Parliament for Cardi�. Reedapparently took up drawing in 1883 after spending sev-

eral years aompanying his father on tours of Egypt,China, and Japan. Enouraged by the Pre-Raphaeliteartist Edward Burne-Jones, Edward Reed showed dis-tint promise as a ariaturist, and, in 1890, was ap-pointed to the sta� of Punh. Starting in 1893, Reedprodued a highly popular series of humorous artoonsunder the title of Pre-histori Peeps, in whih, for the�rst time ever, dinosaurs were widely featured. Also in1893, Reed took over the post of parliamentary ari-aturist at Punh�a herished post that he held until1912. Reed is often desribed as introduing a hint ofthe grotesque to Punh, and was widely aredited withhaving a skilled hand at apturing faial attributes.The key to unraveling Reed's artoon, I believe, is inthe wording that aompanies it, namely �small FAINTComet�. Indeed, the image shows the ariature ofa ontented observer (Denning), the happy disovererbasking in the Comet's stylized glow, and a humanized-ometary oma ontaining a fae that is beset with afaint, even deathly expression. The humor is not exatlyside-splitting. The ariature of Denning is not an obvi-ous one given the faial features that an be diserned inhis surviving photographs�the losest piture in timeto Reed's rendition being that of 1896 (Figure 1). Theobserver's oat in Reed's artoon, however, is distin-tive and ertainly similar to that worn by Denning in,e.g., Figures 3 and 7. Indeed, Denning often referredto his British Army Great Coat as an invaluable aidagainst the old of a winter's night (Denning, 1891).Edward Reed's artoon and the mention of Den-ning's ometary disovery are not obvious opy for thePunh magazine. Indeed, Punh was a satirial mag-azine mostly onerned with the ba�ing intrigues ofBritish politis. Certainly, there is no mention withinthe magazine of Denning's other ometary disoveriesof 1881 and 1890, nor is there any mention of his o-disovery (with Edward Barnard in the United States)of Comet C/1891 F1. Punh magazine was not, in gen-eral, onerned with sienti� matters or new disov-eries, and it seems lear that the Denning piee wasintended purely as humorous �ller. Interestingly, thetext that aompanies the artoon omments that Den-ning is �well known as a omet-�nder�, suggesting thatit was taken for granted that the general reader shouldhave been aware of this, indiating (or at least sug-gesting) that Denning had a reognized name withinpopular British ulture. This being said, it is unlikelythat Denning was a reognized �gure at that time�hene the less than onvining rendition of Denning'sfeatures by Reed, who was otherwise renowned for hisaurate and onvining ariatures of politial �gures.Reed's auity is illustrated in an earlier artoon, alsopublished in Punh magazine, and entitled A Sien-ti� Centenary (Figure 9). This artoon shows a verylear likeness of Mihael Faraday addressing the museof siene. The aption to the image reads, �Faraday(returned). `Well, Miss Siene, I heartily ongratulateyou; you have made marvelous progress sine my time'.�While Faraday's features would probably have been fa-miliar to many Punh readers, Denning's would mostlikely not have been.
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Figure 7 � Denning at his Egerton Road home in August of 1924. The setting for this photograph is the same as that usedin Figure 3. By this stage of his life, Denning had beome a distint reluse and was rarely seen outside of the on�nes ofhis garden (Beeh, 1990).

Figure 8 � A New Comet by Edward Tennyson Reed. Pub-lished in the April 9th, 1892 edition of Punh magazine. Figure 9 � A Sienti� Centenary by Edward TennysonReed. Published in the June 27th, 1891 edition of Punhmagazine. The rendition of Mihael Faraday (1781�1867)is very onvining, and the image sets out to illustrate themany advanes in ommuniations tehnology that had ap-peared in the later half of the 19th entury.



48 WGN, the Journal of the IMO 38:1 (2010)Denning's fame was ertainly in its asendeny dur-ing the 1890s; in the �nal deade of the 19th entury hewould disover several new omets, and his many me-teor and planetary observing reports were ommonlyfound within the well-known journals and newspapersof the day. In addition, Denning published in 1891 thewell-reeived (Anonymous, 1891) introdutory astron-omy text Telesopi Work for Starlight Evenings, andbeame the �rst Diretor of the Cometary Setion ofthe newly formed British Astronomial Assoiation�a post he held until 1893. Later on, towards the endof the deade and the beginning of the new entury,Denning was so well known that H. G. Wells ould re-fer to him diretly (Beeh, 1990), adding a nie touhof realism in Chapter 2 of his The War of the Worlds,published in 1898. Denning also published a brief bi-ographial aount in the large-irulation and widely-read magazine Tit-Bits for August 31st, 1895. Thismagazine speialized in human-interest stories, and italso ontained short stories by leading authors of theday�H. G. Wells amongst them. Not only was Denningbeoming a well-known ultural �gure towards the endof the 19th entury, he was also gaining inreased reog-nition from professional organizations. He was awardedthe Valz Prize of the Frenh Aademy of Siene in 1895,and the Gold Medal of the Royal Astronomial Soietyin 1898 (Beeh, 2007).4 Conluding remarksFew sientists every ahieve both publi and profes-sional alaim within their lifetime. While it has longbeen lear that Denning was a reognized and in�uen-tial �gure in the world of professional and amateur as-tronomy (Beeh, 1998a; Chapman, 1999; Beeh, 1990),it now begins to appear that he was also something ofa reognized publi persona�albeit a rather relusiveone (Beeh, 1990). His name, if not likeness, was notonly known to the leading astronomers from around theworld, it was also known to the newspaper and generalmagazine reading publi.While only six photographs, and one artoon, ofDenning have been desribed in this artile, it is myguess that many more images of Denning do exist andawait (re)disovery. The most likely soure for these�new� images will be the ommon newspapers and thegeneral siene/mehanis magazines published in thetwo deades surrounding the turn of the 20th entury.
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Sporadic fireball

CMN Pula A, Damir Šegon CMN Visnjan, Maja Crnić

CMN Merenje, Željko Andreić CMN Sibenik B, Berislav Bračun

This sporadic fireball with multiple bursts was recorded by four video meteor cameras of the Croatian
Meteor Network (CMN) on 2008 December 9 at 18h21m26s UT. The fireball started 96.2 km and

terminated 57.1 km above ground and lasted 3.5 s.

Ground projection of the fireball’s trajectory just south of the Istria peninsula (left) and its orbit (right).


